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Abstract 

Interpolation conditions on rational matrix functions expressed in terms of residues 

are studied. As a compact way of expressing tangential interpolation conditions of 

arbitrarily high multiplicity possibly from both sides simultaneously, interpolation 

conditions are represented in terms of residues. The minimal possible complexity, 

measured by the McMillan degree, of interpolants is found in terms of the control- 

lability and the observability indices of certain pairs of matrices which are part of 

given data. An interpolant of such complexity is obtained in realization form. This 

leads to another approach to the partial realization problem. As a generalization of 

the well-known Lagrange interpolation problem for scalar polynomials, the problem 

of seeking for a matrix polynomial interpolant of low complexity is studied. The 

main tool is state space methods borrowed from systems theory. After adoption of 

state space methods, problems concerning rational matrix functions are reduced to 

the realm of linear algebra.
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0. Introduction 

Interpolation problems for rational matrix functions play an important role in 

systems theory, network theory and control theory. A classical paper on the occur- 

rence of interpolation problems in network and systems theory is [YS]. The partial 

realization problem of linear systems theory introduced by Kalman can be viewed as 

a special case of rational interpolation problem at one point (conventionally taken to 

be the point at infinity)(see [Kal]). 

Perhaps the simplest classical interpolation problem is that of Lagrange, where 

one is given n distinct points z),...,2, in the complex plane € and n complex numbers 

Wi,°°: ,W, and seeks a polynomial [(z) for which 

I(z;) = W; 

for? = 1,--- ,n and which has degree at most n — 1. Such a solution exits, is unique 

and is given by 

  Kz) = > we] ao (0.1) 
k=1 j#k 

(see[Da]). A more general problem is the so called Cauchy interpolation problem which 

can be formulated as follows: given n distinct points z,,--- ,z, in the complex plane 

@ and equally many complex numbers wj,--- ,w, and two integers [,m satisfying 

1+mz=n-—1, find a rational function 

    

— P(z) pot prz+-+-+ pz! 
f(z) —~ q(z) ~~ dot gz te: ++4m2™’ q(z) #0 (0.2) 

for which 

f(z) = wi, t=1,-+-n. (0.3) 

The condition |! +m = n-—1 is imposed so that the number of constraints and the 

number of parameters are the same. If we choose 1! = n—1, m = 0, then this problem 
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is reduced to that of Lagrange. But unlike the Lagrange interpolation problem, this 

problem is not always solvable. The question of the existence of a solution has been 

investigated from various algebraic aspects; Euclidean algorithm, continued fraction, 

Pade approximation, etc. (see{[M)]). 

If we represent a rational function f(z) as 

p(z) 
2) = TT 

A= 3G) 

for relatively coprime polynomials p(z) and 9(z), then the McMillan degree of f(z), 

denoted by 6(f), is 

5(f) = max{deg p(z), deg 4(z)}. 

Among the rational functions f(z) satisfying the interpolation conditions, one of the 

minimal possible McMillan degree is of special interest because physically such a 

function corresponds to a system of minimal complexity. The problem of finding a 

rational function which satisfies (0.3) and has the minimal possible McMillan degree 

has been studied in [AA1],[B],[Do] by analyzing the Lowner matriz. It turns out that 

there are two cases. If there exists a solution with McMillan degree less than 3, say, d, 

then the solution can be obtained by solving a system of linear equations involving the 

coefficients of p(z) and q(z). In this case, d is the minimal possible McMillan degree 

among all the solutions and the solution of McMillan degree d is unique (see[B)). 

In the other case, there exists no solution of McMillan degree less than } and the 

related difficulty is referred to as the inaccessible point case. That is, although the 

coefficients of the numerator and denominator of the candidate solution are deduced 

from the prescribed interpolation nodes and ordinates by solving linear equations, 

the resulting polynomials have common zeros so that the candidate solution may not 

take the prescribed values at the corresponding points. This difficulty is surmounted 

in [AA1] by analyzing the Lowner matriz more systematically.
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A matricial analogue of the interpolation problem is not only interesting from 

the purely mathematical point of view as a generalization of classical function theory 

to rational matrix functions but also relevant to many applications such as linear 

systems theory or the active area of H®-control. Generalization to the matrix case 

can be done in many ways. One such way is the full matriz-valued interpolation 

problem which can be stated as follows: given n distinct points in the complex plane 

@ and M x N matrices W,,--- ,W,, find an M x N rational matrix function W(z) 

for which 

W(z3)=Wj, f= lyeryn 
A more intersting one is the following tangential interpolation problem. For 

n¢ distinct points 21,--- ,Z,, ina subset o of the complex plane @, z,--- ,2,, nonzero 

1 x M row vectors and y1,--+ , yn, 1 x N row vectors, find an M x N rational matrix 

function W(z) with no poles in o for which 

2;W(z;) = YW, (0.4) 

for 2 =1,--- ,n¢. The analogous right tangential interpolation condition is 

W(wy;)uj; = v; (0.5) 

(j = 1,:--,n,) where w,,--- ,w,, are given distinct points in 0, u,,---,Un, are 

given N x1 nonzero column vectors and v1,--+ , Un, are givien M x1 column vectors. 

When considering problems of finding rational matrix functions which satisfy both 

conditions (0.4) and (0.5), in the case that some point z; coincides with a point w,, 

it is natural to impose a third type of interpolation condition 

r,W"(2z;)u; = Pij- (0.6) 

These conditions can be represented more compactly using residues as follows. 

Let



zy 0 ry} Y1 

Ac := » Bos] i], Bos (0.7) 

0 Zn, Ing Yne 

Wi 0 

., Cy =[v, se eees 1Un, |; 

A, ‘= oe ; (0.8) 
) *, Wa. C_:= [ u4, se eees Un, | 

Then, the conditions (0.4)and (0.5) can be written in residue form as 

) | Resr22(2I — Ag)*B,W(z) = —B_ (0.9) 
20€C 

S 5 ResiaznW(z)C_(2I — Ax)? = Cy. (0.10) 
z0€C 

To describe the condition (0.6) introduce the ng xn, matrix I’ defined by [ = [T;,] 

for 1 <i<n,1<j <n, and 

UiVj—YUjo ae r,; = wom if z; # w; 

Pij ) if Zi = W;. 

It is easy to see that (0.6) is equivalent to 

S| Resa (zl — Ac)"'W(z)C_(zI — Ay)? =I. (0.11) 
2€0 

In [BGR4], it is proved that solutions to the problem (0.9)-(0.11) always exist 

and all solutions are described via a linear fractional formula 

W = (OP + O12Q) (On P + O22Q)7?, (0.12) 

where the rational matrix function
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is fixed and P, Q are arbitrary matrix functions without poles in o and subject to 

the certain condition (see Theorem 1.4.1 for the precise statement). The method of 

solution involves constructing the rational matrix valued function O(z) which is the 

solution of another kind of interpolation problem (homogeneous interpolation prob- 

lem). This problem is studied in [BR1,2], [GK1,2], [GKR1,2]. Various interpolation 

problems in the form of (0.9)—(0.11) with additional metric constraints on the so- 

lution have been considered in numerous papers. With interpolation conditions in 

the form of (0.9) these problems were studied by [N1,2] with metric constraints. In 

[BGR2], the problem of (0.9)—(0.11) with metric constraints such as H®°—norm on 

the imaginary axis less than 1 are also considered. A complete and unified treatment 

of these interpolation problems for rational matrix functions will appear in the book 

[BGR6]. 

An important idea basic to the approach developed in [BGR6] is the state space 

method introduced by Kalman in 1960. A model for a linear dynamical system is a 

system of vector differential equations 

z(t) =Azr(t)+ Bu(t), 2(0) = zo 

y(t) =Cz(t) + Du(t). 

When one assumes 2p = 0, then after Laplace transformation the relation between 

the input function u(z) and output function g(z) is given by 

i(z) = W(z)é(z) 

where 

W(z)=D+C(zI — A)'B (0.13) 

is the transfer function of the system. The converse problem is to express a given 

proper rational matrix function W(z) in terms of four matrices A, B, C, D as in (0.13).
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Then, zero and pole data for W(z) is encoded in a pair of matrices ((C, A), or (A, B)) 

and the smallest possible size of such a matrix A is called the McMillan degree of 

W(z). Work up to 1970 on rational matrix functions generally dealt directly with 

polynomial coefficients matrix entries, expressed many ideas in terms of determinants 

and minors, developed solution algorithms using row and column operations, or took 

the linear dynamical system as the main object of study rather than the rational 

matrix function itself. Here, we elaborate further on the approach from [BGR6] of 

using the state space method as a tool for developing the theory of rational matrix 

functions. 

In this thesis, we consider the problem of finding the minimal possile McMil- 

lan degree of the solutions of a “two-sided residue interpolation problem” (TRIP) in 

which the conditions (0.9)-(0.11) (without norm constraints) are generalized so that 

the derivatives of W(z) are taken into account. The (TRIP) is a generalization of 

the well-known partial realization problem. For the partial realization problem, the 

minimal possible McMillan degree is found in [Kal] (scalar case) and [GK2] (matrix 

case). The following problems are solved here: (a) find the minimal possible McMillan 

degree of solutions of (TRIP), (b) find a solution with the minimal possible McMil- 

lan degree, (c) find all nonnegative integers d such that there exists a sollution of 

McMillan degree d, (d) parametrize all solutions with McMillan degree d for a given 

d satisfying (c). Moreover, a matrix polynomial solution with relatively small McMil- 

lan degree is constructed and as a byproduct a type of Euclidean algorithm for matrix 

polynomials and McMillan degree is obtained. The starting points for this thesis are 

the parametrization of all solutions of (TRIP) due to [BGR4] and the explicit formula 

for the matrix function 

21 O22 

6 = [ge g2 

which provides the coefficients ©;;(z) for the linear fractional formula (0.12) due to



[GKR1,2]. 

This thesis is divided into four chapters (besides the introduction). The first 

chapter is of a preliminary character; the necessary notions about rational matrix 

functions such as realization theory, the null pole structure of a rational matrix func- 

tion, the definition and the properties of a column reduced matrix function are in- 

troduced. Also, in the last section, the parametrization due to [BGR4] is given. In 

Chapter IJ, a homogeneous interpolation problem is studied. Especially, we build 

an (M +N) x (M +N) rational matrix function O(z) in (0.12) which has zeros and 

poles in the complex plane @ so that 

OPMsn ={ a (2I — Ar) ‘2 +h(z)|2eC"",h € Pun 

0.14 
such that S Res,-2,(z1 — A¢)*[B, B_]h(z) =Tz \ (0.14) 

ze 

where the matrices C,,C_, A, , Ac, B,,B_,. are given by (0.7) (0.8) and (0.11). Here 

Pun denotes the set of polynomials with coefficients in C“@+". Also we require that 

the matrix O(z) to be column reduced at infinity. The column indices of O(z) which 

satisfies (0.14) and is column reduced at infinity are given by the controllability indices 

and the observability indices of certain pairs of matrices which are constructed from 

the given data. By the index of a rational column vector function is meant the highest 

power of z occuring in the Laurent series expansion at infinity of the rational vector 

function. 

Chapter III concerns a generalization of Lagrange interpolation problem to the 

matrix case, i.e., matrix polynomial solutions of tangential interpolation conditions of 

low McMillan degree. A matrix polynomial of McMillan degree n — 1 which satisfies 

n tangential interpolation conditions is constructed in state space realization form. 

A corollary is a type of Euclidean algorithm for matrix polynomials and McMillan
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degree. To get the result of this chapter,any O(z) satisfying (0.12) can be used for 

the parametrization of all solutions (0.14). But here we choose O(z) which has the 

minimal possible McMillan degree among all (M+ N) x (M+WN) rational matrix 

functions satisfying (0.12). 

In Chapter IV, the questions (a)-(d) for (TRIP) are answered. Here we want 90(z) 

to satisfy (0.14) and also to be column reduced at infinity. This extra latter constraint 

on O(z) is very crucial in determining the minimal possible McMillan degree of all 

solutions of (TRIP).



I. Rational matrix functions 

In this chapter, we present some notions and auxiliary results on rational matrix 

functions which will be used extensively in the sequel. By an M x N rational matrix 

function, we understand an M x N matrix function with rational entries and shall 

regard it as a meromorphic matrix function over the extended complex plane C*. A 

rational matrix function W is said to be regular if the size of W is square and det W 

is not identically zero. 

Rational matrix functions have been studied extensively during the last decade 

motivated by many applications in various branches in engineering. In particular, 

realization theory and the null-pole structure of a rational matrix function are in- 

dispensible features in those studies. The structure of poles and zeros of a matrix 

function is more complicated than that of a scalar function, for example, a rational 

matrix function may have a zero and a pole at the same point. The starting point 

of the study of interpolation theory of rational matrix functions is to understand the 

null-pole structure of them. 

The notion of column reducedness of a rational matrix function is also introduced 

in this chapter. One of the important features of a column reduced rational matrix 

function is the relation to Wiener-Hopf factorization (see Chapter II). Some properties 

of column reduced rational matrix functions which are well known for the matrix 

polynomial case are presented. 

Throughout this thesis, we study a generalization of the interpolation conditions 

(0.9)-(0.11), which is called two-sided residue interpolation problem (TRIP) (in some 

places in the literature, (TRIP) is also called the two-sided Lagrange-Sylvester inter- 

polation problem). A parametrization of all solutions of (TRIP) due to [BGR4] is 

introduced in the last section.
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In this chapter, the proofs of well known results are omitted and they can be 

found ([BGR4,6] or [Kai]. 

1.1. Realization and McMillan degree 

For an M x N proper (i.e., analytic at infinity) rational matrix function W(z), 

we define a realization of W(z) to be a representation of the form 

W(z) = D+C(zI — A)"'B, z €¢ o(A), (1.1.1) 

where A, B, C, D are matrices of sizes n x n,n x N, M xn, M x N, respectively. 

Since D = lim,_.,.. W(z), we may identify a realization (1.1.1) with the triple of 

matrices (A, B,C’) (for a given W(z)). 

A realization W is said to be minimal if (C, A) is a null-kernel pair and (A, B) is 

a full-range pair, that is, 

n—1 

K(C, A) := [| Ker CA’ = {0} (1.1.2) 
j=0 
n-1 

T(A,B):= )° Im A*B=C". (1.1.3) 
j=0 

If the conditions (1.1.2) and (1.1.3) are not both fulfilled, the realization (A, B,C) 

may be reduced to a minimal one in the following way. Put X, = K(C,A), let 

Xo be a direct complement of X,;Z(A,B) in Z(A,B) and choose X2 such that 

€" = X; ® Xo ® X2. Then, relative to the decomposition ©" = X; @ Xo @ Xo, the 

operators A, B and C' partition as follows: 

* * x * 

A=1|10 Ap * B= Bol, C=(0 Cy *] 
0 O * 0 

        

and (Ao, Bo, Co) is minimal.
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By definition the McMillan degree of W(z) is dim Xo, i.e., the smallest possible 

size of A in a realization of W(z). By 6(W), we will denote the McMillan degree of 

W. Here, we observe that 

n—-1 

— J : IB=—q" 6(W) =rank col CA’ if 2, Im A7B = @". (1.1.4) 

If D is invertible in (1.1.1), then 

W-\(z) =D - D"'C (z2I —-(A— BD™'C)) "BD" (1.1.5) 

is a realization of W~1(z) and (1.1.1) is minimal if and only if (1.1.5) is. 

When W has singularities at infinity, the realization (1.1.1) cannot be used and 

is replaced by 

W(z) = D+Cp(2l — Ar) ' Bp + 2C.(I — zAc)7 Bo (1.1.6) 

with o(A,.) = {0}. Here, a set of matrices (Ar, Br,Cr, D, Aco, Boo, Coo) of sizes 

np X ne, ne X N, Mx nr, M x N, ne X Neo, No X N, M x ne is said to 

be a realization of W. Realizations for a rational matrix function always exist. 

Moreover, any two minimal realizations for W(z), (Ar, Br, Cr, D, Aco; Boo, Coo) and 

(Ap, Br, Cr, D, Aco, Boos Coo) are similar, i.e., there exist invertible matrices S and 

T for which 

Cr=CrS, Ap=S'ArS, Br =S"Br 

Cx =CooT, Aco=T Awl, Bo =T Bo, D= D. 

A realization of the form (1.1.6) has the disadvantage that the value of W at 

infinity or even at any point a € @ is not displayed in an obvious way. This situation 

can be alleviated by changing the form of (1.1.6). For a ¢ o(Ap), 

W(z) =D, — (z-—a)Cr(z2I — Ar)7'(al — Ar) Br 

+ (z —a@)Cwo(I — zAe)7* (I — aAcw)7* Boo, (1.1.7)
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with D, = W(a). The realization in the form of (1.1.7) is called a realization for W 

centered at a. If we put 

|i 0 __| Ar 0 
c={f 2.) A=(4 ‘| 

B= aapaas |) C=IGr Ol 
then (1.1.7) can be represented as 

W(z) = Dy + (z —a)C(2G — A)""B. (1.1.8) 

If D, is invertible in (1.1.8), then 

W(z)* = Dy — (z — a)Dy71C(2G* — A*)1 BD", (1.1.9) 

where 

AX = A+aBD,7'C 

GX =G+BD,"'C. 

By choosing an appropriate basis, we may decompose zG* — A* and BD™! in the 

following way: 

— A* _ Y; 26x — Apa [217A ALT and pp- =| fF] 

with o(AX%) = {0}. The realizations (1.1.8) and (1.1.9) are said to be minimal if the 

size of zG — A (and hence of zG* — A*) is as small as possible, and in this case, 

6(W) = the size of (zG — A). 

We finish this section with an observation on the McMillan degree of a matrix 

polynomial. By an M x N matrix polynomial, we understand the case ne = 0 in 

(1.1.6). The more familiar form for an M x N matrix polynomial L is 

L(z) = 3 Aj2", 

%=1
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where Ag, Ai,...,A, are M x N matrices. 

In the next proposition the McMillan degree of a matrix polynomial L(z) is ex- 

pressed in terms of the coefficients of L(z). 

Proposition 1.1.1. Suppose an M x N matrix polynomial L(z) is given by 

L(z) = So Az’. 
t=1 

Then 
A, An-1 -.-- Ay 

6(L) = rank 
0 An-1 

An 

Proof. A matrix polynomial L(z) can be represented in a realization form as 

L(z) = Drt+ zC (I _ zA,) "Br 

with 

0k, 0 0 

Ar t= . : E grNxnn Bi := : E grNxNn 

0 In 
Cr:=[Ar ... An] EaM@*"%, Dy := Ao. 

Upon applying (1.1.4) to 

T(Ar,Br)=Im[B, A,B, ... AB.) =~, 

we can conclude that 

An, An-1 .-. At 

— i me 6(Z) = rank rofl CLAL = rank 0 An 

An
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The next Corollary is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 1.1.1. 

Corollary 1.1.2. If L(z) is an M x N matrix polynomial given by 

[(z) = S| A;z? 
j=0 

with A, # 0, then 

(i) 6(L) 2n 

(ii) 6(L)=n if M=N=1 

(iii) 6(L) =nM if M =N and A, is invertible. 

1.2. Null and pole structure 

Throughout this section, W(z) represents an M x N rational matrix function. 

Poles and zeros of W(z) are defined as follows: in a neighborhood of a € @, one can 

represent W(z) as | 

W(z) = E.(z)Da(z)Fo(z), (1.2.1) 

where E+! and F*! are analytic near a and 

D,(z) = diag ((z —a)"1,...,(z -a)™") @0. 

The representation (1.2.1) and integers K%,...,«2 are known as the local Smith- 

McMillan form and partial multiplicities of W(z) at a. The positive (negative) indices 

K? are said to be partial multiplicities of a as a zero (pole) of W(z). 

For a = oo, by considering the local Smith- McMillan form of W(2) at z = 0, 

one can represent W(z) as 

W(z) = Eoo(z)Doo(z) Foo(z), 

where E*! and F2! are analytic in a neighborhood of infinity and 

D..(z) = diag (z"? ,...,2"* ) @0. (1.2.2)
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The positive (negative) indices x? are said to be partial multiplicities at infinity as 

a pole (zero) of W(z). 

By the number of zeros (poles) at a € @* is meant the sum of the partial 

multiplicities at a as a zero (pole). 

The number r of (1.2.1) is called the normal rank of W(z) and W is said to be 

full column rank if r = N. When W is full column rank, the defect of W can be 

defined as follows: 

def W := the defect of W(z) 

= > (# of poles at a — # of zeros at a). 
act? 

A null-kernel pair (C,,, A,) of sizes M x n,, nx X nx is said to be a (right) o-pole 

pair of W if o(A,) C o and there exists an n, x N matrix B such that (A,, B) is a 

full-range pair and 

W(z) —C,(2I — A) B 

is analytic on a. 

In general, the null structure of W(z) is more complicated. But, when W is 

regular, a zero of W is defined to be a pole of W~! and a full-range pair (A¢, By) of 

sizes n¢ X n¢, N¢ X M said to be a (left) o-null pair for W(z) if o(A¢) C o and there 

exists a M x ng matrix C such that (C, A¢) is a null-kernel pair and 

W-*(z) _- C(zI - Ac)" Be 

is analytic in oa. A {oo}-pole pair, {oo} -null pair for W(z) can be defined by consid- 

ering W(1) with o = {0}. 

To characterize the null structure of an M x N rational matrix function W which 

is not regular we need more notions. Two of them are right and left Kronecker indices 

which are defined via the Forney minimal bases in the following way.
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Let Krp(W) be a subspace of Ry over the (scalar) rational functions which is 

defined by 

Kr(W) = {e(z) € Rn|W(z)e(z) = 0}, 

where Ry denotes the set of N-dimensional rational column vector functions. A 

minimal basis of Kp(W) is a basis { p1(z),..., pu(z) } consisting of N-dimensional 

vector polynomials with degree r; as small as possible. The degrees {r,,...,7,, } are 

called the right indices of W(z), and are invariants of W(z) even though the minimal 

basis is not unique. A set of left indices { €,...,2, } can be similarly formed, using 

a minimal basis for 

K1(W) = {n(z) € Rul? (z)W(z) = 0}. 

It is known that 
bb vy 

defW= So r+ > % (1.2.3) 
j=1 j=l 

(see [VK]). 

The next proposition wil] be used later. 

Proposition 1.2.1. If W is an M x N rational matrix function with full column 

rank and T is a regular N x N rational matrix function, then 

def (WT) = def W. 

Proof. By (1.2.3), it is enough to show that Kpa(WT) = Kp(W) and K,(WT) = 

K1(W). Since WT and W are full column rank, Kp(WT) = Kp(W) = {0}. Suppose 

there exists a n(z) € Ry such that 

n (z)W(z)T(z) =0. (1.2.5) 

Noting that T is regular means Kp(T) = K,(T) = {0}, from (1.2.5) we get
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ie., Kr(WT) C K,(W). The opposite inclusion is straightforward. 0 

In the rest of this section, we assume M = N and W(z) is regular and o is a 

subset of ©. We denote the o-null-pole subspace for W by S,(W) which is defined by 

S,(W) — WRma(c) 

= {W(z)h(z)| h(z) € Rau(o)}, 

where Ry(c) is a set of a vector functions in Ry which has no poles on o. The o- 

null -pole subspace S,(W) turns out to be expressible explicitly in terms of a o-pole 

pair (C,,A,), a o-null pair (A,, Be) and an additional matrix I called the null-pole 

coupling matriz. The explicit description is given by 

So(W) = {C,(zI — A,)'z + h(z)|z € C"*, A(z) € Ru(o), 

S > Reszaz(2I — Ac) Beh(z) =Tx}. 
zee 

The null-pole coupling matrix I is uniquely determined by the matrix function W 

together with a o-null pair (A,¢, Bc), o-pole pair (C,,A,) for W and is a solution of 

the Sylvester equation 

TA, —A = BC,. 

If (C,, A,) is a o-pole pair, (Ay, Bc) is a o-null pair and [ is the associated null-pole 

coupling matrix for W, we refer to the whole collection { (C,, Ax), (Ac, Bc), PF } asa 

o-null-pole triple for W. If W(co) = I, then all these objects are computable from a 

realization for W(z). That is, if W(z) is given by 

W(z)=1I1+C(zI— A)'B, 

then (Ac, Bc) = (A* |mmpx, P* B), (Cx, Ax) = (Clip, Alimp) and T = P*|tmp, where 

AX = A— BC, P(P*) is the Riesz projection of A(A*) corresponding to the eigen- 

values in o.
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Let Ruxn denote the set of M x N rational matrix functions and Ryyn(c) 

be the set of functions in Ragxn which have no poles in o. The following gives an 

alternative characterization of o-null-pole-triples. 

Proposition 1.2.2. If W,, W2 € Ruxm and oC (, the followings are equivalent. 

(i) W,, Wz have the same o-null-pole-triple 

(ii) WW, has no zeros or poles on o 

(iii) WiRu(oc) = W2Reu(oc) 

(iv) W, = W2Q2, W2 = W,Q, for some Qi, Q2 € Ruxm(o). 

1.3. Column reducedness 

Assume that W(z) € Raxn has full column rank and makes a Laurent series 

expansion at a € (: 

W(z) = R_p(z—a)* +--+ + Rot Ri(z—a) +... 

= [Wo + Wi(z — a) +...]Da(z) (1.3.1) 

= W,(z)Da(z); 

where 

D,(z) = diag ((z — a)" ), (1.3.2) 

and 

B2 = the lowest power of (z — a) occuring in the i" column of W(z). 

We shall say that W(z) is column reduced at a if Wo has full column rank. If W is 

column reduced at a, then { —62| 8% <0} are the pole multiplicities and { 62| 67 > 

0} are the zero multiplicities in the Smith-McMillan form of W(z) at a. If a = ov, 

we simply replace (z — a) by z~! everywhere (1.3.1) and (1.3.2). Then W(z) is
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represented as 

W(z) = W..(z) D(z) (1.3.3) 

with 

1 1 

and 

Dqo(z) = diag (29° )N., , (1.3.5) 

where 

B% = the highest power of z in the i*® column of W(z). (1.3.6) 

The integer @%° in (1.3.6) is called the 2" column index of W(z) and W(z) is said 

to be column reduced at infinity if Wo in (1.3.4) has full column rank. If W(z) 

is column reduced at infinity, then { —G9°| BS < 0} are the zero multiplicities and 

{ B&°| B° > 0} are the pole multiplicities of W(z) at infinity. Sometimes we represent 

(1.3.3) as 

W(z) = WieDo(z) + R(z), (1.3.7) 

where W;,. = Wo and R(z) represent the terms of lower degree in z. We call W,, the 

leading coefficients of W. 

A matrix polynomial is said to be column reduced, provided the matrix poly- 

nomial is column reduced at infinity. The significance of column reduced matrix 

polyomials is that they have no zeros at infinity. 

The following two theorems assert that the well-known predictable degree prop- 

erty and invariance of column indices of column reduced matrix polynomials can be 

extended to rational matrix functions which are column reduced at infinity. 

Theorem 1.3.1. Let W(z) € Ruxn have full column rank. Then W(z) is column 

reduced at infinity if and only if for any polynomial vector p(z),
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column index of W(z)p(z) = maxi.p,z)¢0 { deg pi(z) + 7: } 

where p;(z) is the i** entry of p(z) and 7; is the i*® column index of W(z). 

For the proof, see Theorem 7.3-13 of [Kai]. Although Theorem 7.3-13 of [Kai] is 

stated only for column reduced matrix polynomials, the same technique is used for 

the proof of Theorem 1.3.1. 

Theorem 1.3.2. Let W(z), W(z) € Ruxn be column reduced at infinity. If 

W(z) = W(z)U(z) 

for an unimodular matrix function U(z), then W(z) and W(z) have the same column 

indices. 

For the proof, see Theorem 6.3-14 of [Kai]. The comment following Theorem 1.3.1 

also applies for Theorem 1.3.2. It is worthwhile to note that Theorem 1.3.2 tells us 

that the column indices of a regular rational matrix function which is column reduced 

at infinity are uniquely determined by its @- null-pole triple. 

We will close this section with a theorem due to [VK]. 

Theorem 1.3.3. Fora given W(z) € Ruxn anda € (©, there exists an unimodular 

matrix V,(z) for which 

W(z) := W(z)Va(z) 

is column reduced at a. 

1.4. Two-sided residue interpolation problem 

A generalization of interpolation conditions (0.9)-(0.11) can be stated as follows:
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(TRIP) Given matrices A;, By, B_ of sizes ne x ne, ng x M, ne x N, respectively, 

matrices Cy, C_, Ax of sizes M x nz, N X ny, ng X Ny and an ne X ny matriz YT. 

Find an M x N rational matriz function W E€ Ruxn(o) which satisfies 

S 5 Ressazy (2 — Ac)71B,W(z) = —BL (1.4.1) 
Z€e 

S Res,-2, W(z)C_(zI — Ar) =Cy (1.4.2) 
z€a 

S 5 Ressaz (21 — Ac)“ By W(z)C_(zI — Ay) =T, (1.4.3) 
Z€o 

where o is a subset of the complex plane . 

We call the above two-sided residue interpolation problem (TRIP). Without loss 

of generality, we can assume 

(Ay, B,) is a full-range pair, o(A¢) C a, (1.4.4) 

(C_, A,) is a null-kernel pair, o(A,) Co, (1.4.5) 

and 

L satisfies the Sylvester equation (1.4.6) 

TA, _ AcI = ByCy + B_C_ . 

More precisely, if (1.4.4)-(1.4.6) are not satisfied initially and solutions exist, then 

there is a new set of data with the same solutions for which (1.4.4)-(1.4.6) are satisfied 

(see [BGR4]). Hence throughout this thesis, when we mention (TRIP), we assume 

(1.4.4)-(1.4.6). 

We now give specific examples to illustrate the various types of interpolation 

conditions which can be put in the form of (1.4.1)-(1.4.3).
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Example 1 

Suppose C,,C_, A, and I are all vacuous (i.e., nx = 0) and Ay, By, B_ have the 

  

form 

T 241M 0 

Ag := o E (eMxnM 

L 0 Zndu 

Tin =2—W, 

[Bs B_]:= : : EG Mnx(MEN) 

| I _W, 

where W; € (”*%, Then, (1.4.1)-(1.4.3) collapse to 

Y(z;) = W;, t=1,...,n. 

Example 2 

Suppose C';,C_,A, and [ are as in Example 1 and A¢, By, B_ have the form 

  

T 2, 1,, 0 

Ag := vs, . ear". 

| O 7 Zmt rm 

rx, -% 
[B.BJjJ:=] ° + | e@rxit+y) | 

[Xn —¥r 
where I,, denotes the r; x r; identity matrix, r:= 17r,+---+7m, X; and Y; are of sizes 

r; x M,r; x N. Then, (1.4.1) collapses to 

Example 3
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Suppose A;, By, B_ and T are vacuous (i.e., ne = 0) and C4,C_, A, are given by 

  

let }=[h coc rt] eco 
r wily, 0 

A, = o e @°** 

| 0 Wal, 

where s := 8; +-::+58,, U;, V; are matrices of sizes N x s;, M x s,;, respectively. 

Then, the condition (1.4.2) collapses to 

W(w,)U; = V;, j=1,2,...,n. 

Example 4 

This example combines Example 2 and Example 3. We assume that A,, By, B_ 

are as in Example 2 and C',, C_, A,, are as in Example 3. As noted in Example 2 

and Example 3, the interpolation condition (1.4.1) amounts to 

XiW(z) = Xi, 1=1,2,...,m 

and (1.4.2) reduces to 

W(w;)U;=V;, 7 =1,2,...,n. 

In considering the condition (1.4.3) we can think of two cases. 

Case I: z; 4 w; fort =1,...,m,j7 =1,...,n. 

It is known that in this case there exists a unique solution [ of the Sylvester 

equation (1.4.6). On the other hand, it can be easily checked that the matrix I which 

is given by (1.4.3) satisfies the Sylvester equation (1.4.6) if W is any solution of (1.4.1) 

and (1.4.2). Hence the condition (1.4.3) is automatic from the necessary condition 

(1.4.6). 

Case II: z; = w; for some 2,7.
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In this case, the (i,7)*® block of (1.4.3) is 

pis = X;W"(zi)U;. 

Thus the additional set of interpolation conditions generated by (1.4.3) is to specify 

matrices [';; for each index 2,7 for which z; = w; and to demand 

XW"(z,)U; = Vi; if 2; = W;.- 

Hence, the condition (1.4.3) collapses to 

lj = “ aa if 2; # w; 
Wj 

Piz) if a= Wj 

for 1=1,...,m,j =1,...,n. 

Example 5 

Let 

r 20 0 

Ae = 1 E qre*re | 

LU 0 1 20 

[2,0 Yi 

[B.BJj:=| i = | e arexterny 

  
Cy —_ ly, coe eee Un, (M4+N)xne 

| 7 | uy eee tee u,. ee ? 

T WwW 1 0 

Ay i= o - ' E (7Xrr 

0 Wo 

where zp # Wo, 2; € @'™™, y; € C'*% and v; € CM™', u; € @%*'. Then the relevant 

interpolation conditions (1.4.1) and (1.4.2) become 

x(z)W(z) = y(z) + (z — 20)" - [ analytic at zo] 

W(z)u(z) = v(z) + (2 — wo)" - [ analytic at wol,
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where we set 

z(z) = 7, + r2(z _ 20) feee tf Tn, (z _ Zz)"¢—! 

y(z) = yr + yo(z — 2) tee + Ung (Z _ z)"71 

v(z) = vy + vo(z — Wo) +°++ + Un, (Z — Wo)"* 7! 

u(z) = uy + Ua(z — Wo) + °°: + Un,(2 — Wo)”. 

Since Zo # Wo, the matrix I in (1.4.3) is uniquely determined by the Sylvester equation 

in (1.4.6) and (1.4.3) follows from (1.4.1) and (1.4.2). 

By [BGR4], all solutions of (TRIP) are parametrized as follows. 

Theorem 1.4.1. Let o be a subset of @ and o(A,) Uo(Ac) C o. There exist 

rational matrix functions W € Ry xn(o) which are solutions of (TRIP). Moreover, if 

0 = ee 82 is any (M + N) x (M +N) matrix function having the set 

z = (| Ar; Ac, [By B_];T) 

as a o-null-pole triple and y™! is a regular rational N x N matrix function having 

the set 

7 := (C_,A,;0,0;0) 

as a o-null-pole triple. Then W € Ryxn(c) is a solution of (TRIP) if and only if W 

has the following form. There exists rational matrix functions P € Ruyyn(c), Q € 

Rnxn(c) for which the function 

p(OuP + O22Q) 

has no zeros or poles in o such that 

W = (Ou P + 012Q)(OuP + O22Q)7*. (1.4.7)
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Theorem 1.4.1 suggests the study of the inverse homogeneous interpolation prob- 

lem, namely: for a given o-null-pole triple 7, find a rational matrix function for which 

© has 7 as a o-null-pole triple. This problem is studied in the next chapter. We close 

this chapter with a lemma and a remark which will be needed in the sequel. 

Lemma 1.4.2. Let a, 8, y7! be given as in Theorem 1.4.1. Then 

[921 O22]Ruin(c) = yg Rn(o) , 

For the proof, see [BGR4]. 

Remark 1.4.3. In theorem 1.4.1, for each solution W € Ryxn(o), W can be 

represented in the form of (1.4.7) for P € Ruxn(o) and Q € Rnxn(c) satisfying 

p(O1P + O2Q) = 1 

(see [BGR4]).



II. Homogeneous interpolation problem 

For a given subset of €, denoted by a, a collection of matrices 

7 =(C,Anz3 Ag, B;T) (2.1) 

is said to be a o-admissible Sylvester data set if 

o(A,)Uo(Ay) Co (2.2) 

(C, A,) is a null-kernel pair of sizes n X nz, Nx X Ne (2.3) 

(A;, B) is a full-range pair of sizes ne X ng, ne XN (2.4) 

an n¢ X nz matrix I satisfies the following Sylvester equation (2.5) 

TA, — AD = BC. 

Here, we note that a o-null-pole triple for a regular rational matrix function is a 

o-admissible Sylvester data set. 

A natural inverse problem is to construct a regular rational matrix function with 

a given o-admissible Sylvester data set 7 as its o-null-pole triple. For the scalar 

case, the problem is to find a rational function which has zeros at z,,...,2, and 

poles at w,,...,W, with their multiplicities k,,...,k, and m,,...,m,. In this case, 

the condition z; 4 w, for all j and k (1 <j <1, 1 < k < p) should be fulfilled for a 

solution to exist. If this condition holds, then a solution is given by 

Ta (z — z;)*i 

P (z _ wi)" t=1 

r(z)=c ; 

where c is a nonzero complex number. For the matrix case, recently there has ap- 

peared a number of papers on this question (see [BCR], [BR1,2], [GK1,2], [@KLR1] 

and [GKR1,2]; a complete treatment will appear in [BGR6]). It turns out that, for 

the matrix case, this problem is always solvable. Specifically, by [GKR2], there exists 

27
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an n x n regular rational matrix function 9 for which 

© has 7 as its @-null-pole triple (2.6) 

© has the minimal possible McMillan degree. (2.7) 

In this chapter, this result is refined by demanding that ©(z) fulfill (2.6), (2.7) 

and also the condition 

© is column reduced at infinity. (2.8) 

Here, we note two things. Firstly, due to [BRk], the condition (2.7) is satisfied 

automatically if the conditions (2.6) and (2.8) are fulfilled. Secondly, if [ in 7 is 

square and invertible, then a rational matrix function O given by 

O(z):=I4+C(zI-—A,)"T'B 

satisfies (2.6)—(2.8). 

This chapter consists of three sections. In the first section, some results of [@KR1] 

are introduced; that is, for a given o-null-pole triple r, a minimal complement To of r 

is constructed. In the last section, a regular rational matrix function O(z) satisfying 

(2.6)-(2.8) is obtained; these results for the general rational case appeared for the 

first time in [ABKW]. Also, the column indices of such a O(z) are found in terms of 

a given spectral data set r. The second section plays the role of stepping stone to 

Sections 1 and 3. There, a proper rational matrix function which has the prescribed 

o-null-pole triple and has a special form of Wiener-Hopf factorization is found; this 

refines results of [GKR1] and extends work of [GLeR] to the rational case.
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2.1. A minimal complement 

Suppose a o-admissible Sylvester data set 7 as in (2.1) is given with o ¢ @. Let 

To := (Co, Ano ; Ago, Bo ; To) 

be a €-admissible Sylvester data set for €, a subset of (, satisfying eNo = 9. We call 

T a complement to 7 if the matrix 

ep. | T Tp 
r= |p, 2 | 

is square and invertible, where I';2 and I’; are the unique solutions of 

T12Ar70 _ AD 12 => BCo (2.1.1) 

TA, —_— Agol 21 = BoC ° (2.1.2) 

The complement will be called minimal if and only if among all complements of 7, 

the size of the matrix I is as small as possible. If 79 is a minimal complement to 7, 

then the function 

has 7 as a o-null-pole triple and has the minimal possible McMillan degree among 

such functions. 

To describe such a minimal complement, first we need to introduce some notions. 

Let N be a complement of KerI in €"" and K be a complement of ImI in @", i.e., 

@"* = Kerl'+N 

O™% =Iml+K. 

Let p, be the projection onto KerI along N and pz, be the projection onto K along 

ImI. Further, let n, be the embedding of KerI into @"" and n- be the embedding of 

K into @™.
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The controllability indices of a full-range pair can be defined in many ways. Here 

the controllability indices of the pair (p¢Alx, p¢B) are introduced through the fol- 

lowing incoming subspaces. Let 

Ao := IMT (2.1.3) 

H; :=ImTl +ImApB+---+ImA"B, =f = 1,2,.... (2.1.4) 

We define the incoming indices w, >--- > w, by 

s := dim(H,/Hp) (2.1.5) 

and 

w;:= #{k| dim(H,/Hr-1) > 7 } j=l,...,s. (2.1.6) 

Then, the numbers w, > ...-:: > w, are the nonzero controllability indices of 

(pcAc|x, p¢B). Similarly, the obsevability indices of the null-kernel pair (C|kerr, 

PrAx|Kerr) are defined through outgoing subspaces 

Ko := KerT 

K;:= Ker! KerCA,n---NKerCA!, j=1,2,.... 

We also define outgoing indices a, > -+- > a; by t = dim(Ko/K,) and 

a; = #{lldim(Kea/K) >G}, GH lyeeest 

Then ay > +++ > ay are the nonzero observability indices of the pair 

(Clker, Pr Ax|Kerr)- 

Choose a point e ¢ o. Let {e}f2) j=1 be an outgoing basis for Kerl’ and 

{fir heet ji be an incoming basis for K. This means {fj,}3_, forms a basis of a 

complement of ImI‘ in Im[ + ImB 

(Ag — El) fix — fpegi € Im +ImB for all j,k (fj.,41 = 0) 

(A, —el)ej, =Cjrgui, kK=1,...,a;-1j=1,...,¢ 

{esa} jen forms a basis for Kerl’N KerC.
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Such a basis can be constructed (see [BGK2]). 

The next theorem gives a minimal complement of 7. For the proof, see [GKR1]. 

Theorem 2.1.1. Let r = (C,A,;Ac,B;T) be a o-admissible Sylvester data set. 

Then a minimal complement to T is given by 

™ = (-CX — F,T;S, -YB+G;YTX —Yn — pxX). 

Here S : Ker! — Ker! and T: K — K are given by 

(S —ejeje =ejetr — (€jaj+1 = 9), 

(T _- €) Sik = frei (Fj0,41 = 0). 

Furthermore, G and F are defined as follows. Let 

2; = Ceja; 

and choose vectors y; such that 

fj. — By; € ImI. 

Choose vectors w,..., Wnt so that an n X n constant matrix 

FE := [21,..., Zt) Wiy---) Wn-s—ty Y1y +++ Ys] 

has full rank. Then G : €" - KerI is defined by 

Gz; = pxr(Ar — El )eja;, jg=1,...,t 

Gy = 0, y € span {uj na + span {yj }Fa1 

The operator F': K — (@” is given by 

F fjk = Uje 

where u,;, € span {y;}%_, is such that 

(Ag — T) fix + Bu; € Im. 

(2.1.7) 

(2.1.9) 

(2.1.9) 

(2.1.10) 

(2.1.11)
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Finally, 

X= SA, —e)~-*Tt(A, — BF)(T — )’"* (2.1.12) 

Y= s(8 —€)’""pp(Ay — GC)T*(Ag — €)~” (2.1.13) 
v=1 

where [+ is a generalized inverse of T such that IT*+ = I — pp, [+l = I — py, 

Kerlt = K and ImIt=N. 

Remark 2.1.2. (a) From (2.1.10) and (2.1.11) it follows 

Pr( Ax _ GC)|ker =S 

by (2.1.7)—(2.1.19). 

(b) In Theorem 2.1.1, a o U {e}-admissible Sylvester data set 7 @ 79 is given by 

( -ex-a[t [4 [rks 
where the null-pole coupling matrix I is an (nz + ng —rankT) x (nx +n¢ — rank) 

invertible matrix given by 

a r —TX + 
T= lyre, YTX — p, ne (2.1.14) 

and 

~ + p-1 _ [mY + Xp +I % | (2.1.15) 

In this case, an n x n rational matrix function O(z) with O(00) = J and having T, as 

its o-null-pole triple is given by 

O(z)=14+C(zI —A,)1{(T* 4+ Xp.)Bt+n.G} —(CX + F)(zI-T) 1B 

and 

O7(z) =1-{C(l+ +nY) — Foe} (zl — Ac) 1B — C(zI — S)71(-YB + G).
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For more details, see [GKR1]. 

2.2. Wiener-Hopf factorization and local spectral data 

By a Wiener-Hopf factorization of an n xn regular rational matrix function W(z) 

with respect to a simple closed curve 7, we mean a factorization of W(z) in the form 

W(z) = W_(z)D(z)W,(z), (2.2.1) 

where W_(z) has no poles or zeros outside ~, W,(z) has no poles or zeros inside 7 

  

and 

. z2— €& -\n D(z) = diag (2), (2.2.2) 

where the point €; is inside y, the point €2 is outside y and ™,--- ,v, are integers 

which are called Wiener-Hopf factorization indices. In general an arbitrary rational 

matrix function does not admit a Wiener-Hopf factorization, but if W(z) has no zeros 

or poles on 7, then W(z) admits a Wiener-Hopf factorization with respect to 7. A 

related notion is that of Wiener-Hopf factorization at infinity. By this we mean a 

factorization of a regular n x n rational matrix function in the form (2.2.1), where 

W,(z) and Wy*(z) are proper, D(z) has the form D(z) = diag(z#/)?_, for some 

integers fy <--- < p, and W,(z) is unimodular (i.e., W,(z) has no zeros or poles 

in @ ). By comparing (2.2.1) with (1.3.3), we note that a regular rational matrix 

functin W(z) is column reduced at infinity if and only if W(z) has a Wiener-Hopf 

factorization with W,(z) = I. 

Remember that in this chapter we want to find a rational matrix function O(z) 

satisfying (2.6) and (2.8) for a prescribed o-admissible Sylvester data set r. As an 

intermediate step, this section devotes to a biproper function which has the prescribed
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o-null-pole triple and has a Wiener-Hopf factorization (2.2.1) with Wy(z) = J. Let 

W(z) =1+C(zI — A)"B (2.2.4) 

be a minimal realization for W € Ryy, and y bea simple closed curve on which W(z) 

has no poles or zeros. Let P be the spectral projection of A corresponding to the 

region inside y (denoted by 74) and P* be the spectral projection of A* := A— BC 

to the same region. The image of P will be denoted by M and we write M% for the 

kernel of P*. Let 

#:= (C,A;A*, B;T) (2.2.5) 

where C := Cly, A := Alm, A*% := A*lmpx, B := P*B,T := P*|y i: M 

ImP. By #, > --- > Be we denote the nonzero observability indices of the pair 

(Cliceris Pr Alert) and by 0, > +++ om we denote the nonzero controllability indices of 

the pair (p¢Alx, pcB), where K is a complement of ImI’ and pe the projection onto 

K along ImI and p, be a projection onto Kerl’. The next two theorems are due to 

[GKR1]; for the proofs, see Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 of [GKR1]. 

Theorem 2.2.1. Let an nxn rational matrix function W(z) be given by (2.2.4) and 

be a simple closed curve on which W(z) has no poles or zeros. Then there exists 

ann xn rational matrix function ©(z) for which 

(a) O(z)W-1(z) has no poles or zeros in 74 

(b) Q(z) factors as O(z) = O_(z)D(z), 

where 74 denotes the region inside y and O_(z) has no poles and zeros outside 7. 

The rational matrix function D(z) is in the form 

z— €4 
  D(z) = diag(( 

Ky n 

z ey? Vint 

where €, is inside +, €2 is outside - and 

—B;, I< j <é 

kK; = ¢ 0, £+1<j<n-m 

On-j41, N—-mM+1<7 <n.
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To have a realization formula for O(z) in Theorem 2.2.1, we consider a minimal 

complement of 7) to 7 given by (2.2.5). Let 

fp = (-CX — F,T;S,-YB+G;YTX —Yne — p,X) 

be a minimal complement to 7 built as in Theorem 2.1.1. 

Theorem 2.2.2. Let ann x n constant matrix E be constructed as in (2.1.9) with 

# in (2.2.5). Then a rational matrix function © € Raxn satisfying (a),(b) of Theorem 

2.2.1 is given by 

O(z) = E+C(zI— A) { (T+ +Xp.)B4+7,G}E-(CX + F)(z2l —T)1p BE, 

where It is a generalized inverse of IT. 

2.3. A column reduced rational matrix function 

Suppose a o-admissible Sylvester data set 

T=(C,A,; Ac, B;T) (2.3.1) 

is given and a is a complex number satisfying a ¢ o(A,) Uo(A¢) U {0}. Let 

ve) mats z):= 

and 

G := {¥(z)|z € o({A,) Uo(A;) }. 

Then 

t= (—C(A, — al)", (A, — al)“; (Ag — al), (Ag — aI)7'B;T) (2.3.2) 

is a G-admissible Sylvester data set.
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In the following theorem, a realization formula for a rational matrix function 

satisfying (2.6), (2.8) and the column indices of such a function are given. 

Theorem 2.3.1. Suppose a o-admissible Sylvester data set r = (C, Ax; Ac, B;T) is 

given. For a complex number a ¢ o(A,) Uo(Ac) U {0}, let 

fo = (—C(A, — al)"1X — F,T; S,-Y(Ae — a1)" B +. G; YEX —Y¥ 1 — p-X) 

be a minimal complement of 7 in (2.3.2) constructed as in Theorem 2.1.1 with ¢ = 0 

and E£ be ann X n constant matrix constructed by (2.1.9) with r =7, € =0. Then 

O(z) := E-(z—-—a)[-C {C(A, —al)*X + F}(I+ eT)" 

x (zl — A,)7! 0 r* + X pe + NY We 

0 {I —2T(I+aP)7}7 pc 0| (2.3.3) 

x | te eae a | E 

satisfies (2.6) and (2.8). Moreover, 

the j" column index of 9 = ¢ 0, t+l<jsn-s (2.3.4) 

Wa-jt1, M—-S+t1<Sj <7, 
where a, > -++ > a are the nonzero observability indices of the pair 

(prAglkerr; ClKerr) and uw, > -:- > w, are the nonzero controllability indices of 

the pair (peAc|x, pcB). 

Proof. Let ¥ be a simple closed curve for which 

o((A, — al)“') Uo((Ag —al)")U {*} is inside ¥ (2.3.5) 
a 

and 

0 is outside ¥. (2.3.6) 

Then 7 given by (2.3.2) is a +,-admissible Sylvester data set, where +, is the region 

inside ¥. By Remark 2.1.2.(b), there exists an n x n rational matrix function Q(z) 

for which 

O(co) =I
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and 

# is a 44-null-pole triple for O(z). (2.3.7) 

Then by Theorem 2.2.1 and Theorem 2.2.2, a rational matrix function 

O(z) = E—C(A, — al)" { 2] — (A, — al)“ }71{ (T+ + Xpp)(Ag — ae) B 

+7,G}E —{C(al — A,)7'X + F}(2I —T)~"p,(Ap — al)! BE 

  

(2.3.8) 

satisfies the following properties: 

Q(z) has 7 as its 4,-null-pole triple (2.3.9) 

and ©(z) factors as O(z) = O_(z)D(z), where 

O_(z) has no poles or zeros outside 4 (2.3.10) 

and 

D(z) = diag((—)* jan 
where €, is inside 4, €2 is outside 7 and 

—B;, l<j <f 

Kk; = ¢ 0, £+l<jcn-—m (2.3.11) 

On-j+1s n—-m+1<jn. 

Here B; > --- > fy are the nonzero observability indices of the pair (—C(A, — 

al) |Ker, Pr(Ax — @1)"!|Ker) and a; > +--+ > om are the nonzero controllability 

indices of the pair (p¢(Ac —@1)“"|x, pe(Ac — a1)" B). If we choose €, = —4, €2 = 0 

for D(z), then 
a ; laz+l1 

D(z) = diag((=   yn ym. (2.3.12) 

Let O(z) := O(-). Then from (2.3.8), O(z) is given by 
zZ—-a@ 

  

O(z) = E+(z—a)C(zI — A,)' { (Tt + Xp)(Ac— al) 'B+7,G}E 

—(z-—a){C(al — A,) 1X + F} (1+ aT)” {1 -—zT(1+aT)*}" 

pc(Ag — al) BE
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which is equivalent to (2.3.3). 

To prove Q(z) has 7 as its €-null-pole triple, let us consider a simple closed curve 

  y= {7717 €74}- 

Then, by (2.3.5) and (2.3.6), 

o(A,) Uo(Ac) U {0} is inside 7 (2.3.13) 

and 

{co} is outside +. (2.3.14) 

Upon applying Theorem 5.1.3 of [BGR6] to (2.3.7) we know that O(z) has 7 as its 74- 

null-pole triple for any simple closed curve y satisfying (2.3.13) and (2.3.14). Hence, 

it is forced that O(z) has 7 as its (-null-pole triple. 

Now, we will prove that O(z) is column reduced at infinity. Let 

  

  

A 1 . —«K;\n O_(z):= O_(~ — 5) diag(a 1 (2.3.15) 

and 

. Ky\n r 1 D(z) := diag(a™)*_, D(- = 7 (2.3.16) 

Then, 

Q(z) = O_(z)D(z) 

and upon substituting (2.3.12) in (2.3.16), (2.3.16) is reduced to 

D(z) = diag(z"7)” (2.3.17) jal 

From (2.3.9), we know that O_(z) has no poles or zeros inside y for any simple closed 

curve ¥ satisfying (2.3.13) and (2.3.14). Hence, it is forced that 

©_(z) is unimodular. (2.3.18)
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By (2.3.17) and (2.3.18), O(z) is column reduced at infinity with the column indices 

Ky <-++ < Ky, where «1,°-+- ,&, are given by (2.3.11). 

The only thing left is to prove (2.3.4). Now, we shall show that the controllability 

indices of the pair (peA¢|x, p¢-B) and those of (p¢(Ag— al) |x, pe(Ac — oT) B) are 

the same. Since the controllability indices are defined by (2.1.3)—(2.1.6), it is enough 

to show that 

dimH;=dimH;, j=1,2,---, 

where Ho, H; are given by (2.1.3) (2.1.4) and 

A, := Im +Im(A, — al) 1B +--++Im(A,—al)7B, =f =1,2,--- 

For 7 = 1,2,---, 

H; = (Ag — al)~ { Im(A¢ — al) 4+ Im(Ag — a)“ B +--+ 1ImB} 
. (2.3.19) 

C (Ag — al)? { Im(A, — a) + ImB +--+ Im At" B}. 

Using a binomial expansion and the Sylvester equation TA, — A;I’ = BC repeatedly, 

it is found that 

Im(Ag — al) C Im + ImB +--+ + ImA2"B. (2.3.20) 

Substituting (2.3.20) into (2.3.19) we see that 

H; C (Ag — al)? H;. 

Hence 

dimH; < dimH;. (2.3.21) 

To prove the opposite inequality, we observe that 

H; = Im + ImB + Im4;B +--+ +1ImA?"B 

C Iml' + ImB + Im(A, — al)B +--+ + Im(Ag — ae)?" B.
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Equivalently, 

H; C (Ae — al)? {Im( Ay — al) + Im(Ae — a)“ B + ++ + Im(Ap — el) BY}. 

(2.3.22) 

By applying the Sylvester equation 

T(Ag — al)~* — (Ag — al) 9 = —(Ae — al)“ BC(A, — al) 

to the term (Ay — al)~T of (2.3.22), (2.3.22) is reduced to 

H; C (Ag — al) { Imf 4 Im(A, — aI)7“1B +--+ + Im(Ap — al) B} 

Cc (Ag - al) H;. 

Thus, 

dimH; < dimH,;. (2.3.23) 

From (2.3.21) and (2.3.23), we have 

dimH; = dimH,;. 

To prove the other half of (2.3.4), we go through the previous argument with 

the transpose of the pairs (Clker, PrAnr|ker) and (—C(A, — al) |ker, Pr(Ar — 

al)" |xer). This complets the proof. 0 

Remark 2.3.2. As we mentioned in the previous section, a rational matrix function 

W is column reduced at infinity if and only if W has a Wiener-Hopf factorization 

(2.2.1) at infinity with W,(z) = J. This connection implies that the vast literature 

on Wiener-Hopf factorization can be brought to bear on the construction of column 

reduced rational matrix functions. Indeed, the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 is one instance 

of this; another is [GLeR] where a form of Theorem 2.3.1 for the polynomial case 

appears but expressed in the context of Wiener-Hopf factorization at infinity.
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In the rest of this section, a realization formula for a rational matrix function O(z) 

satisfying (2.6) and (2.8) for the o-null-pole triple T given by (2.3.1) with ng = 0 or 

ny, = 0 is found. The following corollary provides an n x n regular rational matrix 

function y7!(z) for which 

tT =(C,A,;0,0;0) is a C-null-pole triple for y~*(z) (2.3.24) 

y*(z) is column reduced at infinity. (2.3.25) 

Corollary 2.3.3. Let 

t= (0,0; S,G;0) (2.3.26) 

be a minimal complement to7 = (—C(A,—al)“!,(A,;—aI)—! ;0,0;0) as in Theorem 

2.3.1 and a complex number a and an n x n matrix E be given as in Theorem 2.3.1 

with r given by (2.3.24). Then a rational matrix function 

yp '(z):= E4+(z-—a)C(zI — A,) (I — aS.) 7'GoE (2.3.27) 

satisfies (2.3.24) (2.3.25) and p(z) is given by 

p(z) = E7~) + (z—a)E'C(A, —al)""(I — z8.o) "Goo, (2.3.28) 

where Go. € ©"""", Soo € O"**"* are defined by 

Soo = (I+ aS)'S (2.3.29) 

G.. := (I+ aS)7'G. (2.3.30) 

In this case, 

the j"® column index of p-1(z) = —a;,_ j=1,---,n, 

where a, > --- > a, are the obsevability indices of the pair (C, A,;). 

Proof. By substituting (2.3.29) (2.3.30) in (2.3.27), we get 

yg (z):= E+(z-a)C(zI — Ax) "GE (2.3.31)
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to which O(z) given by (2.3.3) is reduced if ne = 0. Thus, by Theorem 2.3.1, every 

assertion except (2.3.28) is proved. 

To prove (2.3.28), we apply (1.1.9) to (2.3.27) and get 

y(z) == B74 (z-—a)E'C(zH* — AX)G (2.3.32) 

where 

H* =I+GC, AX =A, +aGC. 

For this case, Remark 2.1.2.(a) implies that 

(A, —a)7' + GC(A, —al) 1 =S 

or equivalently 

14+ GC = S(A, —al). (2.3.33) 

Upon applying the above equality to H* and A*, they are reduced to 

H* = S(A, —al), AX = (I+ aS)(A, — al). 

By plugging the above in (2.3.32) and applying the identities (2.3.29) and (2.3.30), 

(2.3.28) is obtained. 0 

Next, we suppose n, = 0. Then 7 in (2.3.1) is given by 

rt = (0,0; Ac, B; 0) (2.3.34) 

and a minimal complement 7) in Theorem 2.3.1 is given by 

7o = (F,T;0,0;0). 

The next corollary is dual to Corollary 2.3.3. The proof is omitted.
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Corollary 2.3.4. Let (A,B) be a given full-range pair of sizes ng X ng, n¢ XN, 

respectively, and a complex number a and an n Xn matrix E are as in Theorem 2.3.1 

with r given by (2.3.34). Then an n x n matrix polynomial 

p(z):= E—(z—-—a)F..(I — zT)7 (Ac — al)" BE 

has (Ag, B) as its C-null pair and is column reduced at infinity with the j column 

index Wy_;41, where w, > --: > w, are the controllability indices of (Az, B) and 

Fy:=F(I+teT)!, To :=T(I+eT). 

We close this chapter with the following remark. 

Remark 2.3.5. In Corollary 2.3.3, the matrices S.., Ar, G satisfy the following 

identity 

SeoAy -L=G,C. (2.3.35) 

Indeed, upon substituting (2.3.29) and (2.3.3) in (2.3.35), it turns out that (2.3.35) 

is equivalent to (2.3.33).



III. A matrix polynomial solution of low McMillan degree 

In the scalar case, the well-known Lagrange interpolation problem seeks a poly- 

nomial [(z) for which [(z;) = w; for given points z,...,2, and w),...,W, in the 

complex plane, where z; # z; if i #7. A solution of degree at most n — 1 exists, is 

unique, and is given by 

(iz) = Sw TT = 
k=1 sen | 

In this chapter, we consider a problem of constructing a matrix polynomial func- 

tion with low McMillan degree satisfying the two-sided residue interpolation problem 

given by (1.4.1)—(1.4.3) with o = @. For example, suppose A;, B,, B_ are vacuous 

(i.e., n¢ = 0) and C,,C_, A, are given as follows: 

Wi1 0 

Cy V1, eo eeee Un, A = 

C_ Upgerncee > Un, ’ ™ , 

0 Wn 

where the size of v; is M x 1, uz, is N x 1 nonzero column vector for k = 1,...,n,. 

Then the problem (1.4.1)-(1.4.3) is reduced to finding a matrix polynomial L € Pyyw 

for which 

L(wp)ur = Uk, k= 1,...,Mr- (3.1) 

By a reduction to the scalar case, we can see that there exists a matrix polynomial 

solution L(z) with polynomial degree at most n,—1. Indeed, choose an Mx N matrix 

M,, satisfying M,u, = vz; this can be done since u, is a nonzero column vector by 

assumption. Then, we can generate solutions by solving the problem 

L(w.) = My, k=1,...,n-. 

Suppose the unknown [(z) has the matrix entries [;;(z) and mi?) is the (i, j)*" entry 

of M, (1 <i<M,1<j<N). If one finds MN scalar Lagrange polynomials [;;(z) 

44
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for which 

li;(wa) = mf 

for k = 1,...,n, then L(z) = (lij(z))M, is a unique M x N matrix polynomial 

with polynomial degree at most n, — 1 which solves (3.1). In this way, we solve the 

problem with an M x N matrix polynomial of polynomial degree at most n, —1. Of 

course, the solution depends on the choice of matrix M, satisfying M,u, = vx. 

Another measure of complexity for matrix polynomials is the McMillan degree. 

As we see in Corollary 1.1.2, the McMillan degree of a matrix polynomial is greater 

than or equal to the polynomial degree. It seems that the existence of a solution 

of McMillan degree at most n, — 1 does not follow by a reduction to a collection of 

scalar problems. However, the main result of this chapter concludes that there exists 

a matrix polynomial which solves (3.1) and is of McMillan degree at most n, — 1. 

There are four sections in this chapter. The first and the second sections are 

parallel; the first one concerns the one-sided problem and the second one the two-— 

sided problem. In each of these two sections, a matrix polynomial solution of low 

McMillan degree is obtained in realization form. The remaining two sections concern 

applications of the results of the previous two sections. In the third section, the 

simultaneous interpolation problem is considered. If certain necessary and sufficient 

conditions for the existence of solutions (which are known already) are fulfilled, there 

exits a matrix polynomial solution with low McMillan degree. In the last section, 

the interpolation problem is formulated in divisor-remainder form and a Euclidean 

algorithm with respect to the McMillan degree is given. The main results of this 

chapter appear also in [BK]. 

3.1 One-—sided problem
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Consider the following tangential interpolation problem. 

Given s distinct complex numbers wj,...,w,, given s column polynomials 

uz(z),...,Us(z) of size N x 1 for which u,(w,) # 0 for k = 1,...,s and given s 

column vector polynomials v;(z),...,v2(z) of size M x 1, find an M x N matrix 

polynomial L(z) for which 

f{L(2)u(2)}| = ~~ ve(2z) (3.1.1) 
dzo-1 z=W, z=W, 

    

for 1 < k < 8s, 1 < a < mx. In (3.1.1), if we let u,(z) and v;(z) have Taylor 

expansions 

uz(z) = So uas(z _ w,)?? 

j=l 
oo 

v,(z) = > VK; (Z — wr)? 

j=l 
at w,, and the unknown matrix polynomial [(z) have Taylor form 

L(z) = S> Laj(z — wey’, 
j=l 

then the interpolation condition (3.1.1) can be expressed in terms of Taylor coefficients 

as 

Uk eee eee Ukm, 

[ La, see eee » Lim, | = [ ver, ce eaee » Ukm, | (3 1 2) 

0 un 

for 1 <k<-s. If we put 

Jy 0 
A, = me 

0 J, 

on = [V1 +66) Ulysse) Vedy s+ +9 Vam, | 

C_ =[Ui,..-)Utm,)+-+-)Usty---) Usm, |
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where J; is m; xm, Jordan matrix with eigenvalue w,, then the interpolation condition 

(3.1.2) takes the form 

S 5 ResrnmL(z)C_(2I — Ax)7! = Cy (3.1.3) 
zet 

or equivalently, the form 

1 1. 
On [emo —A,)' dz=Cy (3.1.4) 

for a simple closed contour y such that all eigenvalues of A, are inside y. It is more 

convenient for us to work with the interpolation problem in the latter formulation 

(3.1.3) or (3.1.4) than in the formulation (3.1.1), and in this thesis the formulation 

(3.1.3) will be adopted. Since in the formulation (3.1.3) the interpolation conditions 

are described in terms of the residue of a matrix—valued function and matrix polyno- 

mial solutions are sought, we shall call the problem (3.1.3) the residue interpolation 

problem for matriz polynomials (RIPP). 

Let us restate the (RIPP). 

(RIPP) Given matrices C,,C_, A, of sizes Mxn,, Nxn, andn, Xn, respec- 

tively, find an M x N matriz polynomial L(z) for which 

S| Resrazy L(z)C_(zI — An)7) = C4. 
zo€€ 

The dual problem of (RIPP) is stated as follows: 

(RIPP,) Given matrices Ac, B,, B_ of sizesng x ne, ne X M and ne x N respec- 

tively, find an M x N matriz polynomial L(z) for which 

\ > Resi22,(2I — Ac) By L(z) = —B-. 
zet 

Here without loss of generality, we can assume that (C_, A,) is a null-kernel pair 

and (A¢, B,) is a full-range pair (see Section 1.4).
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Before we state the first theorem in this chapter, we introduce some notions. 

Let Puxn (Pn) denote the set of all M x N matrix (N x 1 vector) polynomials. 

Throughout this section 

a ( e+] | Ay; 0,0;0) (3.1.5) 

7_ =(C_,A,;0,0;0), (3.1.6) 

where the matrices C,, C_, A, are given as in (RIPP). Then 7 and 7_ are o—admissible 

Sylvester data sets. 

A particular solution to (RIPP) is found in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1.1. Let C,4,C_, A, be given as in (RIPP) and S,. and G,. be given as 

in Corollary 2.3.3 with 7 in place of r. Then 

Ko(z) = —C4.G@oo — 2C' 4S (I — 28 40)7 "Goo (3.1.7) 

is a particular solution to (RIPP) of McMillan degree at most n, — 1. 

Proof. Let a be a complex number which is not in o(A,) U {0} and 

yz) = 1+ (z—a)C_(2I — A,)7(I — aSon) Geo. (3.1.8) 

Then, by Corollary 2.3.3, p7! € Rwxw has 7 as its (-null-pole triple and ¢(z) is 

given by 

y(z) = I1+(z-—a)C_(A, — al)" (I — 28.5) "Goo. (3.1.9) 

Equivalently, by (1.1.6) and (1.1.7), 

y7'(z) = 14+ C_(I —aSso)"1Gog — C_(2I — Ag) (a — Ap)(I — S50) 4Goo (3.1.10)
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and 

p(z) = I-aC_(A,z—a@1)* Gog + ZC (Ag — 1) (1-289) ( I — AS 00) Goo. (3.1.11) 

If we take o = @ in Theorem 1.4.1, then Theorem 1.4.1 and Remark 1.4.3 say 

that L € Pyyn satisfies (RIPP) if and only if Z(z) has the following form: There 

exist Q1 € Puxn, Q2 © Pnxn for which 

p(O21Q1 + 92292) = 1 (3.1.12) 

such that 

L = (O11Q1 + ©12Q2)(O21Q1 + O22Q2)™’, (3.1.13) 

where an (M+ N) x (M +N) rational matrix function 

@(2) = [en o| 
O21 O22 

has 7 = ({&] 1,5 0,0;0) as its (-null-pole triple. The conditions (3.1.12) and 

(3.1.13) can be put together as 

[+] o =0 3: (3.1.14) 

On the other hand, by remembering that O has 7 as its €-null—pole triple, we can 

see that there exist BE @"*", H € Puyn, K € Puxw satisfying 

0 3: = a (zI—A,)"'B+ Ht} (3.1.15) 

for some Qi € Puxn, Q2 € Pnxn- From (3.1.14) and (3.1.15), we can restate the 

result of Theorem 1.4.1 as follows: L € Pyxwn is a solution to the (RIPP) if and only 

if 

7 | y= E+ | (zI—A,)1B+ Ht] (3.1.16)
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for some B € @N*"", H € Pun, K € Pnxn. From the second row of (3.1.16) and 

(3.1.10), we get 

I + C_(I — aSeo)7!Goo — C_(2I — Ag)7(aI ~ Ag)(I — S00)7!Goo 

=C_(zI — A,)7'B + K(z). 

Equivalently, 

I+ C_(I — aS) "Goo — K(z) 

=C_(zI — A,)'{B + (al — A,z)(I — aS oo)7*Goo}. 

Since I + C_(I -— aS..)'G. — K(z) is analytic in @ = and 

C_(zI — A,)"{B + (al — A,)(I — aS,.)~'G..} is analytic with value 0 at infin- 

ity, 

I+ C_(I-aS)7'G. — K(z) =0 

and 

C_(zI — A,)"1{B + (al — A,)(I — aS .)"1Goo} = 0. (3.1.17) 

Because (C_, A,) is a null-kernel pair, (3.1.17) implies that 

B= —(al — A,)(I — aS..)7'Go- (3.1.18) 

Upon combining (3.1.16) and (3.1.18), we get L € Pyxn is a solution to (RIPP) if 

and only if 

L(z) = Cy(z2I — Ap)7*(Ap — a) (I — &S8.0)7' Gooy(z) + H(z)y¢(z) (3.1.19) 

for some H € Pyyn. Let Ko denote a solution corresponding to the choice of H = 0 

in (3.1.19). Then, 

Ko(z) = Cy(2I — Ay) (Ag — al) (I — aS 50)7*Gooy(z). (3.1.20)
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By substituting (3.1.11) in (3.1.20), we get 

Ko(z) =Cy(2I — A,)7*(A, — al)(I — aS.) {I — aG.C_(A, — al)7"}G, 

+ 2C,(zI — A,)7'(A, — al)(I — a&S..)7'G.C_(A, — al)“ (I — 2S.)7} 

X (I — aSeo)Goo. 
(3.1.21) 

To represent Ko(z) in realization form, we apply the identity (2.2.35) 

SwoAn — I = GoC- (3.1.22) 

to the first term of (3.1.21) to obtain 

Cy(zI — Ay) (Ax — al)(I — €S)7 {Ax — aT — (SooAn — I)} (Ax — al)" } Ga 

= O,(zI — A,)71A, Goo. (3.1.23) 

Again, we insert (3.1.22) into the second term of (3.1.21), but we change the expression 

as 

Soo(An — al) — (I — aS.) = GoC_ 

to get 

zC4(zI —A,)7'(A, —al){(I — aS.) 1S 5 — (An — aD)" (I = 2S 00)7* (I~ 08 00) Geo: 

Since (I — zS,,)7' and (I — aS,,) commute, the above expression can be written as 

zC4(2I — Az) {(Ap — a1) Sq — (I — Sco) }(I — 2S0)7* Geo 

= 2C,(zI — A,)7}(AgSeo — I(T — 2S 00)7"Goo- (3.1.24)
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By adding (3.1.23) and (3.1.24) we have 

Ko(z) = Cy(2I — Ag) {A (I — 2800) + 2(ArSoo — I} (I — 280) Geo 

= —C,(I — z8q) "Geo 
Neal 

=—-Cy D> (2Se0)' Goo 
k=0 

Ne-1 

= —C1Go _ 204 S00 > (2S c0)* Geo 

k=0 

= —C 1G _ zC,(1 _ 28.9) 1 Goo: (3.1.25) 

To compute the McMillan degree of Ko, we use (3.1.25). Since, (5.,Goo) is a 

full-range pair, by (1.1.4), 

T C4Se0 
6(Ko) = rank :; 

C5557" 

iT of C4 S00 
= rank oO   

\ C4, Sts-? 

< rank Sx 

< Na — 1. LJ 

In some instances, it can be shown that n, — 1 is the minimal possible McMillan 

degree for an interpolant as the following simple example shows. 

Example 3.1.2. Find an 2 x 2 matrix polynomial L(z) satisfying 

L(0) A = 3 (3.1.26) 

L(1) | = H (3.1.27) 

and has the minimal possible McMillan degree. 

It is clear that there exists no 2x2 constant matrix satisfying (3.1.26) and (3.1.27). 

By Theorem 3.1.1 the minimal possible McMillan degree for this example is 1. Since
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the McMillan degree of a matrix polynomial is greater than or equal to the polynomial 

degree, we expect a solution L(z) with McMillan degree 1 to be 

L(z) = Ay4z + Apo 

where Ao, A; is 2 x 2 matrices. The condition (3.1.26) forces 

Ao = E | (3.1.28) 

for some a,b € ©. Upon combining (3.1.27) and (3.1.28) we get 

~—l a 

a=[7 §| 
for some a, 8 € @. Since by Proposition 1.1.1, 

6(L) = rank A, 

and we want an interpolant of McMillan degree 1, we have 

B=-a. 

Hence, 

wa [F SJ [o 4] 
is a solution with 6(L) = 1 for any a,b,ae @. O 

Unlike the scalar case, we do not know that in general Ko(z) is the unique solution 

of McMillan degree at most n, —1. In fact, as Example 1.3.2 shows, even in the case 

that n, —1 is the minimal possible McMillan degree for solutions, there may be more 

than one solution of McMillan degree n, — 1. 

For the scalar case, by the uniqueness of the interpolant with McMillan degree 

(=polynomial degree, in this case) at most n, — 1, Ko(z) in Theorem 1.3.1 must be 

the Lagrange interpolant. We can also see this directly.
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Example 3.1.3. For the scalar Lagrange interpolation problem Ko in Theorem 

3.1.1 is the well-known Lagrange interpolant. The scalar Lagrange interpolation 

problem is as follows: 

For given 2),...,2, distinct n points, and n complex numbers w),...,W,, find a 

polynomial [(z) for which 

l(z;) = w; 

forz=1,...,n. 

Put 
21 0 

A, = a >; Cy = [wi,.--, Wal; C_ =([1,...,1]. 

0 Zn 

Then a rational function y~! has (C_, A,;0,0;0) as a (-null-pole triple if and only 

if 

o(z) =e] [lz - 4) 
j=1 

for some nonzero complex number c. Without loss of generality, we can assume c = 1. 

  

Then, 

1 

el) = jai (2 — 2;) 

_yr_%i (3.1.29) 
sa 2 3 

where 

G=— : (3.1.30)   

v'(2;)) [Ties (2) — 1) 
s=1 

On the other hand, suppose 

By 
(I —aS..)'Go = | : 

Bn
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in (3.1.10), then 

y-*(z) 
z1 0 7 

=1+4+---+6,-[l,...,]] (--| a | 
0 Zn 

a— 2, 0 Br 

* - | | 
0 aA 2yn Br 

=1+ fA, +--+B,— >> —— 8, (3.1.31) 
fd z—z, 
j=l J 

Upon comparing (3.1.29) and (3.1.31), we have 

  

Ci 
  6: = - 
Aa & 

fori =1,...,n. Hence, 

    

T 
Cy Cn | 

eae ; 
3 3 

z1—-a Zn, — a 
| 

where c; is given as in (3.1.30). Plug y, Cz, C_, A, and (I —aS.,)~*Goo into (3.1.20) 

to get 

  Ke(2) = S mee es | TI -2) 

“Ye. 
le 

  

which is the Lagrange interpolant. UJ 

Using the explicit formula of a particular solution Ko in Theorem 3.1.1 and y in 

Corollary 2.3.3, we can describe all solutions of (RIPP) in realization form. 

Theorem 3.1.4. Let Cy, C_, Ar, Soo, Goo be given as in Theorem 3.1.1 and a bea 

complex number not in o(A,) U {0}. Then L € Puxn is a solution of (RIPP) if and 

only if 

L(z)=D+2zC(I — zA)'B,
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where 

a= [4 BC_(A, - oy) 

> _ | B-—aBC_(A, —al)"'G.. 
B= | (I — @Sc0) Goo 
C=[C DC_(A,- al)" — C4So(I — aSe0)7?] 

D = —Ci.Goo + D — aDC_(A,z — a1)7 Gro. 

Here A: X —» X, subject to o(A) = {0}, B: €% 36 X,C:X + @",D:d% — a” 

are arbitrary, and X is a finite dimensional linear space. 

Proof. By (3.1.19) and (3.1.20), L € Pun is a solution to (RIPP) if and only if 

L=Kj+Q¢ (3.1.32) 

for Q € Puxn: 

To parameterize all the solutions in realization form, we work with formula 

(3.1.32). Suppose a realization for Q is given by 

Q(z) = D+2zC(I —zA)"B, 

for A: X —> X,B:@% + X,C:X —~ (4, D: ON = CM where X is finite 

dimensional linear space, and o(A) = {0}. Formula (3.1.11) for y can be used to 

compute Qy. By [BGK]1], 

Q(z)y(z) 

=D —aDC_(A,—al)'G.+2z[C DC_(A,—-al)7'| (3.1.33) 

_,[A BC_(A,-al)-1]|\~ [ BET - aC_(A, — al)"“1Goo} | {tae |g BOM OE Br Oe aL 
Since (I — zS,,)~' and (I — aS,,) commute, Ko(z) in Theorem 3.1.1 can be written 

as 

Ko(z) = —C4.Goo — 2C 4S 00(I — 0S) (I — 280) (I — @S'c0)Goo (3-134)
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By combining (3.1.33) and (3.1.34), we get 

Ko(z) + Q(z)e(z) = D+ zC(I — zA)B 

with 

a= 4 BC.(A a | 

fy — aBC_(A, — al)'G,, 
a (I — aS8x.)Goo =| 
=[C DC_(A,—al)"! —C,S..(I — aS,.)7? | 

~C4.Geo + D — aDC_(A, — al) Goo. 

This completes the proof. OJ 

In the rest of this section, we state the dual version of previous theorems for 

(RIPPz) but we omit the proofs. Analogously to (RIPP) we assume that (A;, B,) is 

a full-range pair. 

Theorem 3.1.5. Let A,, By, B_ be given as in (RIPP,) and F..,T. be constructed 

as in Corollary 2.3.4 with 7_ = (0,0; Az, B;0) in place of r. Then 

Ho(z) = FooB. + 2Foo(I — 2To)7 Too Be (3.1.35) 

is a solution of (RIPP,) with McMillan degree at most ng — 1. 

Theorem 3.1.6. Let matrices Ac, By, B_F..,Too be given as in Theorem 3.1.5 and 

a be a complex number such that a ¢ o(A;)U {0}. Then, L is a solution to (RIPP,) 

if and only if 

L(z) = D+2C(I — zA)7'B,
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where 

A= A 0 
_ (A¢ _- al)“ B,C Tx 

by
: B 

= ie _ al)"'B,D + (I _ oDg)-"TB| 

C = [Cc _ Foo(A¢ _ al)BiC Foo(I ~ BT 0) | 

D = F,,B_ + D— F,.(A¢ — aI)! B,D 

with A: X — X, subject to o(A) = {0}, B:@% += X,C:X 40”, D: dN +O” 

for any finite linear space X. 

Remark 3.1.7. As we have seen in Chapter II, for a given full-range pair (A¢, B), 

there exists a matrix polynomial O with (A¢, B) as its (left) null pair and of minimal 

possible McMillan degree. Here we consider the special case where B = [B, B_] with 

(A;¢, B,) a full range pair and find such a matrix polynomial in a block triangular 

form. Indeed, if we put 

6 = s * (3.1.36) 

where ~% and Ho are the matrix polynomials constructed as in Corollary 2.2.4 and 

Theorem 3.1.5, then © is a regular matrix polynomial with (A¢, [B;B_]) as its (left) 

null pair and has minimal possible McMillan degree ne. But a matrix polynomial O 

given by (3.1.36) is obviously not column reduced in general. Conversely, if a regular 

matrix polynomial © has a block triangular form as 

_ 1/91 O12 o= | By | 22 

and O22 has no zeros in @, then one can show that there exists a left null pair 

(A;, [B,B_]) for O with (A;, B,) a full-range pair. 

3.2 Two-sided problem
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In this section, we consider the following two-sided residue interpolation problem 

for matrix polynomials (TRIPP). 

(TRIPP) Given are matrices Ay, By, B_ of sizes ng x me, ne X M, nex N 

respectively, matrices C'4,C_,A, of sizes M xn,, N Xn, Ng X Ng, and an ne Xn, 

matriz T. Find an M x N matriz polynomial L(z) which satisfies 

S> Res,=2(z1 — Ac)7'B,L(z) = —B_ (3.2.1) 

2et 

S| ResranL(z)C_(zI — Ay) = Cy (3.2.2) 
zoe 

S > Resza2(2I — Ac)7'ByL(z)C_(2I — Ay)! =F. (3.2.3) 
2et 

As we mentioned in Section 1.4, in the discussion of (TRIPP), we assume that 

(C_,A,) is a null-kernel pair (3.2.4) 

(Ac, By) is a full-range pair (3.2.5) 

I’ satisfies the Sylvester equation (3.2.6) 

TA, — AT = BLC, + B_C_. 

A collection of matrices 

w = (C,,C_, Ax; Ac, By, B_;T) (3.2.7) 

is said to be a o-admissible TRIP data set if the given matrices C4, C_, Ar, Ac, By, 

B_,T have sizes as in (TRIPP) and satisfy (3.2.4)-(3.2.6) with o(A,) Uo(A¢) Co 

where o is a non-empty subset of @. If a collection of matrices w given by (3.2.7) is 

a o—admissible TRIP data set, then 

r= ([ Gt] Ani Aol Bs B.);0) 

is a o—admissible Sylvester data set. 

By Theorem 1.4.1, there exists a solution to (TRIPP). In the next theorem, a 

particular solution with low McMillan degree of (TRIPP) is obtained.
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Theorem 3.2.1. Suppose matrices C4, C_, Ar, Ac, By, B_, T are given as in 

(TRIPP) and Go, So are constructed as in Theorem 3.1.1 and F..,T. are con- 

structed as in Theorem 3.1.5 for a given complex number a ¢ o(A,) Uo(A¢) U {0}. 

Then 

Lo(z) = Dp + zC,(I — zAt)" Br (3.2.8) 

is a particular solution to (TRIPP) of McMillan degree at most n, + ng —1, where 

= | Too T0.B_C- A, — al - Ay = 0 Se ) 

— | To. B_{I —C_(A, oo Goo} Br | T= (I-a Soo)G oo 

Cr= [Fo FoB_(Ay — al) — C4So0(I — 0800)" | 

Dz, = —CyGa + FB_{I —C_(A, —al)"'Go} 

with BL = B. 4+ {B_C_ —T(A, — al)}(I — aS.g) Goo. 

Proof. Let y be an N x N regular matrix polynomial constructed as in Corollary 

2.3.3 with 7_ := (C_, A,;0,0;0) in place of r and let » be an M x M regular matrix 

polynomial constructed as in Corollary 2.3.4 with 74 := (0,0; Ag, B4;0) in place of r. 

By Theorem 1.4.1, there exists a solution to (TRIPP) and L € Pyyyn is a solution to 

Fe-0(8] wn 
for some Qi € Puxn,Q2 € Pnxn, where an (M+ N) x (M + N) rational matrix 

r= ([Et] Andel Bs B.);°) 
as its (-null—pole triple. Thus, by the definition of null-pole subspace, the right hand 

(TRIPP) if and only if 

function O has 

side of (3.2.9) is expressed as 

6 | 3:| = ~ es] (21 ~ Ay) "B+ Ht} (3.2.10)
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where BE O***" HE Puyn, K € Puxn satisfying 

37 Resren(2I— Ag) [By B_] | 23] =TB. (3.2.11) 
zet 

Combining (3.2.10) and (3.2.11), we get another characterization of solutions as fol- 

lows: L € Pyyn is a solution to (TRIPP) if and only if 

7 | ys es] (21 — Ay) B+ £3] (3.2.12) 

for some B € @*%**", H € Puyn, K € Puxn satisfying (3.2.11). Since from (3.1.10) 

vy! is given by 

yp i(z)=1+C_(I — aS,,)7'Gy — C_(zI — Ax) (al — A,z)(I — aS.) 

the second row of (3.2.12) implies that 

1 + C_(I ~ aS.o)7!Goo — K(z) 

=C_(zI — A,)“{B + (al — Ay)7! (I — @Seq)7 Goo} 

By the same argument as in Theorem 3.1.1, we obtain 

K(z) =I+C_(U1— aSa)7 Geo (3.2.13) 

B= (A, —al)(I — aS~)7"Goo. (3.2.14) 

Substitute (3.2.13) and (3.2.14) in (3.2.11) to get 

S 5 Reszaz(zI — Ac)"'B, H(z) = —B- (3.2.15) 
zoe 

with 

~ 

B_ = -T(A, — al)(I — aS)" Goo + B-{I + C_(I — 0S 00)7!Goo} 

= B_+{B_C_—T(A, —al)}(I — aS.0)71Goo-
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By Theorem 3.1.5, 

H(z) = F,,B_ + zF (I - 2T x9)! T oo B- 

is a solution of (3.2.15). 

Let Lo be a solution of (TRIPP) corresponding to the choice of H = Hp in 

(3.2.12). Then from the first row of (3.2.12), we get 

[o(z) = Cy(2I — A,)7 (Ay — @1)(I — &Sn)7'Go9(z) + Ho(z) (2). 

In Theorem 3.1.1, it was shown that 

Ko(z) = Cy(2I — A,)7'(A, — al)(I — aS,.)7'G09(z) 

= —C4Goo — 2C4S(I -— 2S)" Goo- 

Since (I — zS,.)~' and (I — aS,,) commute, 

Ko(z) = —C4.Geo — 2048 00(I — aS co) (I — 2800) 7* (I — aS 50) Goo. (3.2.18) 

Now, we calculate Hoy. Remember that by (3.1.11) 

y(z) =I — aC_(A, — al)7!G.. 

+ C_(Ay — al)7'(I — 28.0)" (I — aS) Goo. (3.2.19) 

Using again the product rule of two matrix polynomials Ho and ¢ given as (3.2.16) 

and (3.2.19) respectively, we get 

Ho(z)y(z) 

= F,,B_{I —aC_(A, —al)'G}+2[F FoB_-C_(A, -—al)'] 

1 [Teo Two B-C(Ay - al) ] \~ (3.2.20) <tr [% fa} 
« [Ee Bage
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We substitute (3.2.19) and (3.2.20) into (3.2.17) to obtain 

L[o(z) = Dp + zC_LU — zAz,)Br 

where 
_ An = [7 TB_C_(Aq — al)~ " 

Soo 

~ B, = [7 =B- UG =a) ay | (3.2.21) 

0. <[F. F,,B_(A, — a1) — C4Soo(I — aS.)7* | 

Dr = —C,.Gao + FB_{I — C_(A, — al)"'Ge} 
with 

B_ = B.+{B_C_ —T(A, — al)}(I — aSe0)7*Goo- 

To compute the McMillan degree of Lo, we assume np # 0 and n, # 0. Indeed, 

if n¢ = 0 or nx = 0, then (TRIPP) is reduced to (RIPP) or (RIPP ) and it is 

proved in Theorem 3.1.1 and Theorem 3.1.5 that the McMillan degree of Lo is at 

most n, +n¢—1. In the rest of this proof, we use * to represent the terms or matrices 

which are irrelevant. 

Remember that 

6(Lo) S$ rank | Br A,B,.. Age? B, | . (3.2.22) 

Since By is given by (3.2.21) and 

Ai =| Too Ta * +Ti5* * Soo + +++ + #55 
L™ {0 Si, 

(3.2.22) is equivalent to 

3 

6(Lo) < rank [7>* To # Tot | 

To. 0 = rank (| 7 2 | 1) 

To. O 

S rank (| 0 2 

Snet+ n¢ — 1.
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The last inequality holds since rank T,, is less than the largest controllability index 

of the pair (A;, B,). This completes the proof. O 

The next example shows that in some instances the minimal possible McMillan 

degrees is n, + ng — 1. 

Example 3.2.2. Find a 2 x 2 matrix polynomial P(z) for which 

[1 O]P(0)=[1 0] (3.2.23) 

P(1) fh = 3 (3.2.24) 

It is clear that there exists no constant 2 x 2 matrix satisfying (3.2.23) and (3.2.24). 

O 

Remarks analogous to those made in the first section can also be made here. For 

a prescribed o—admissible Sylvester data set 

Tt = (C, Ax; Ac, B;T) 

a rational matrix function O which has 7 as a @-null-pole triple and is column 

reduced at infinity is given in Chapter II. Here we consider the special case where 

B=[B, B_] with (Ac, B,) a full-range pair and C = Se with (C_, A,) a null- 

kernel pair and show that there exists an interpolant O which has a block triangular 

form 

~ | 91 1 0 [8 
so that (A;, By) is a (left) null pair for 0; and (C_,A,) is a (right) pole pair for 

O22. Indeed, for ~~! in Corollary 2.3.3, in Corollary 2.3.4 and Ly in Theorem 3.2.1 

© = y toe," | 

is such a rational matrix function. Since the McMillan degree of O is nz + ng by its 

construction the above © does not have the minimal possible McMillan degree which 

is Ny +n¢ — rankT except for the case [ = 0.
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3.3 Simultaneous interpolation problem 

Consider the following interpolation problem for matrix polynomials for which 

the data are given in terms of several equations involving residues. 

(SRIPP) Given a collection of matrices C4,,C_4%, Ark (kK = 1,...,1) of sizes 

M xn, NX nap, and nay X Naz respectively, such that (C_,, Axx.) is a null-kernel 

pair for each k, find a matriz polynomial L € Puxn for which 

> Resz=2,L(z)C_4(zI — Ank)* = Ce k=1,...,r. (3.3.1) 

et 

This interpolation problem will be termed the simultaneous residue interpolation 

problem for matriz polynomials (SRIPP). Unlike the single residue interpolation prob- 

lem, a solution to (SRIPP) may fail to exist because the conditions for different k 

may not be consistent. The conditions which guarantee the existence of a solution 

are given in Theorem 3.4 of [BGR5]. By using the theorem of [BGR5], we can extend 

Theorem 3.1.1 to (SRIPP). Before stating the result we need some definitions from 

[GKLR2] (see also [GLR1)). 

An ordered pair of matrices (C, A) where C' is N x p and A is px p we call a right 

pair. We refer to N as the base dimension and p as the order of (C, A). In the ensuing 

discussion the base dimension N is fixed but the order p is a variable dimension. 

Two right pairs (Ci, Ai) and (C2, A2) are similar if there exists a nonsingular 

matrix S such that C, = C,S and A, = S~!A,S. Given two right pairs (C,, A) 

and (C2, A2) of orders p, and pe respectively, we say that (C,, Aj) is an extension 

of (C2, Az) (or, equivalently, (C2, Az) is a restriction of (C, A1)) if there exists an 

injective linear transformation S : ©?! — @”? such that 

C1S = Cz and AS = S Ao. 

The right pair (C, A) is said to be a common extension of (Cj, Ay),-..,(C+, Ar) if
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(C, A) is an extension of each (C;,A;), 7 = 1,...,r. We say that (Co, Ao) is a 

least common extension of (Ci, A;),...,(C;, A,r) if (Co, Ao) is a common extension 

of (Ci, A1),...,(C,,A,), and any common extension of (C, Ai),...,(C,, A,) is an 

extension of (Co, Ao). 

Theorem 3.3.1. Suppose a collection of matrices C'44,C_x, Anz (kK = 1,...,r) is 

given as in (SRIPP). Suppose (C_, A,) is a least common extension of the collection 

{(C_,%, Axk)|k = 1,...,r} of sizes N x ng, Nx X Ne with associated injective linear 

maps S;, : ("** —» ©", and suppose that there exists Cy : @"* + @™ satisfying 

Cy4S, = Ce, k=1,...,r. 

Then there exists a L € Pyyn satisfying (3.3.1) of McMillan degree at most n, — 1. 

Proof. By Theorem 3.4 of [BGR5] there exists a solution Z to (SRIPP) and 

L satisfies (3.3.1) if and only if ZL satisfies the single contour integral interpolation 

condition 

\ > ReszazL(z)C_(2I — Ay)? = Cy. (3.3.2) 
zeE€ 

By Theorem 3.1.1, there exists a L € Pyxn satisfying (3.3.2) with 6(Z) < n, — 1. 

This completes the proof. 0 

A result dual to Theorem 3.3.1 holds for (SRIPP). This result follows by simply 

applying the map L(z) — L(z)? in Theorem 3.3.1. In general we say that an ordered 

pair of matrices (A, B) where A is px pand B is px M isa left pair of base dimension 

M and order p. Two left pairs (A;, B,) and (A2, Bz) are said to be similar if AyS = 

SA, and B, = SB, for some nonsingular matrix S. Given two left pairs (A, B,) and 

(A2, Bz) of the same base dimension we say that (Aj, B;) is a corestriction of (Az, B2) 

(or equivalently (A2, Bz) is a coertension of (Aj, B,)) if there exists a surjective linear 

transformation S such that 

AS = SA? and B, = SB.
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Clearly the left pair (A2, Bz) is a coextension of the left pair (A, B,) with associated 

surjection S$ if and only if the right pair (BZ, A?) is an extension of the right pair 

(BT, AT) with associated injective mapping S7. Via this connection, we can define 

the notions of common coextension and least common coextension for left pairs as 

simply the transposed version of common extension and least common extension of a 

collection of right pairs. 

We now state the result dual to Theorem 3.3.1 for (SRIPP) and omit the proof. 

Theorem 3.3.2. Suppose a collection of matrices Ag,, Byx, B_-x (k = 1,...,n) is 

given, where for each k, A¢,, B44, B_,~ have respective sizes nc, XncK, N¢KXM, nex N 

and (Acx, By) is a full range pair. Let (Ac, By) be a least common coextension of the 

collection {(Ac., Byx)|k = 1,...,n} of full range left pairs, with associated surjective 

linear maps T, : ©%** — @"<* (thus, the size of Ag is ng X ng and By is M x ng). 

Suppose there exists BL: @N — (” satisfying 

T,B_ = B_x, k=1,...,n. 

Then there exists L € Pyyn for which 

S 5 Resina(2I — Ack) Bye L(z) = —Bz, ok =1,...,0 (3.3.3) 
ze 

with McMillan degree at most n¢ — 1. 

In the rest of this section we consider the problem of simultaneous two-sided 

residue interpolation problem for matrix polynomials (STRIPP) which is stated as 

follows: 

(STRIPP) For a given collection of o-admissible interpolation data sets 7 = 

(C1;,C_;, Aj; Ag, Bs;, B-j;3T;) 1 <j < m, where the matrices have sizes M x n,;, 

NX nqj, Nxj X Naz, Mj X M, ng; X N, ngj Xnz;j respectively, find a matriz polynomial
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LE Pmuxn which satisfies the interpolation conditions 

S| ResexzL(z)C_;(zI — Anj)* = C4; (3.3.4) 
ze 

) > Resizx (zl — Ag)! By; L(z) = —B-; (3.3.5) 
zee 

S| Ressasy (zl — Ag)? By L(z)C_;(zI — Any)? =T; (3.3.6) 
zee 

for 7 =1,...,m. 

As we mentioned before a solution to (STRIPP) does not always exist since 

the conditions for different j can be contradictory. In [BGR5], the necessary and 

sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions of (STRIPP) problem are given and 

it is shown that (STRIPP) can be reduced to (TRIPP) when the existence of the 

solution to (STRIPP) is guaranteed. 

The next theorem asserts that if some consistency conditions are fulfilled, then 

there exists a solution to (STRIPP) with low McMillan degree. 

Theorem 3.3.3. If there exists a solution to (STRIPP), then there exists a solution 

of McMillan degree at most nz +n¢ — 1, where (C_, A,) is a least common extension 

of {(C_;, An;)|j = 1,...,m} of sizes N x nz, ne X N_ respectively, and (A;, By) is 

a least common coextension of {(A;;, By;)|7 = 1,...,m} of sizes ng x ng, ng X M 

respectively. 

Proof. Suppose a collection 

Tj = (C4j,C_j,Anj3 AG, B4j,B-j3Tj) 1lsigm 

of o-admissible (TRIP) data sets are given. Let (C_,A,) be a minimal common 

extension of the collection {(C_;, Az;)|1 < 7 < m} of null-kernel pairs with associated 

injective linear maps T,; : (" —+ (™* (here, n, is the size of A,) and let (A;, By) be 

a minimal common coextension of the collection {(A;;, B4;)|1 < 7 < m} of full-range
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pairs with associated surjective maps Ty, : @*%* — @™ (n¢ is the size of Ag). It is 

proved in [BGR35] that there exists a solution L € Pyyn if and only if 

(i) There exists a solution Cy to the system of equations 

C'47,; = C4;, l<jcm 

(ii) There exists a solution B_ to the system of equations 

B_;=1T,;B-_, l<jcm 

and 

(iii) There exists a solution I’ to the system of equations 

Toil ,; = li; 1< tJ <m 

where 

and for: £7, Ij; is any solution of the Sylvester equation 

Vyj;Anj _ Agli; = BuiCy; + B_;C_;. 

Also it is proved in [BGR5] that in this case L € Pyyxn satisfies (3.3.4)-(3.3.6) if and 

only if L € Pyyn satisfies the conditions 

S| Reszaz(2I — Ac) By L(z) = —B_ 
ze 

> Res,=2,L(z)C_(zI — Ay)7' = Cx 

zo Et 

S > Resza2 (zl — Ac) *ByL(z)C_(2I — Ax)" =P, 
zeb 

for some choice of I as in (iii). 

By applying Theorem 3.2.1, we conclude that there exists a L € Pyxn Satisfying 

(3.3.4)-(3.3.6) of McMillan degree at most nz +n¢—1. UO
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3.4 Divisor—remainder form 

In this section, we shall formulate an interpolation problem in divisor remainder 

form and state the implications of Theorem 3.1.1 and Theorem 3.2.1 for the interpo- 

lation problem in divisor-remainder form. 

We start with scalar polynomials. Let p(z), d(z) be scalar polynomials. By the 

division of scalar polynomials, we understand a representation in the form 

p(z) = q(z)d(z) + r(z), (3.4.1) 

where q(z) (the quotient) and r(z) (the remainder) are polynomials and 

the degree of r(z) < the degree of d(z), (3.4.2) 

where the degree of zero is taken to be —oo. The division is always possible and the 

quotient g(z) and the remainder r(z) are uniquely determined. 

The (right) division of matrix polynomials can be defined similarly. Let D(z) and 

[(z) be given matrix polynomials with sizes N x N and M x N respectively. By the 

division of matrix polynomials, we understand a representation in the form 

L(z) = Q(z) D(z) + R(z), (3.4.3) 

where Q(z) (the quotient) and R(z) (the remainder) are M x N matrix polynomials 

and 

the polynomial degree of R(z) < the polynomial degree of D(z), (3.4.4) 

where as in the scalar case, the polynomial degree of the zero matrix is taken to be 

—oo. When D(z) is regular, there always exist matrix polynomials Q(z) and R(z) 

satisfying (3.4.3) and (3.4.4). Indeed, express the rational matrix function L(z)D7'(z) 

as 

L(z)D~"(z) = Q(z) + W(z),
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where Q(z) is an M x N matrix polynomial and W(z) is an M x N strictly proper 

rational matrix function (i.e., W(oo) = 0). If we put 

R(z) := W(z)D(z) 

then, R(z) is an M x N matrix polynomial for which 

L(z) = Q(z) D(z) + R(z). 

Moreover, by the choice of W(z), R(z)D7'(z) is strictly proper. Hence 

the j* column index of R(z) < the j column index of D(z) 

for j =1,...,n. The above inequality implies (3.4.4). 

On the other hand, we can generalize the constraint (3.4.2) to the matrix poly- 

nomial case as 

6(R) < 6(D) (3.4.5) 

since in scalar case, (3.4.2) is equivalent to 6(r) < 6(d). The division of matrix 

polynomials (3.4.2) is always possible. To prove this, first we state the following 

theorem which characterizes the solutions of (RIPP) in divisor-remainder form; the 

proof is found in [BGR4]. 

Theorem 3.4.1. Let C',,C_, A, be given as in (RIPP) in the Section 3.1, and assume 

that (C_,A,) is a null-kernel pair. Suppose y is an N x N regular matrix polynomial 

for which 7. = (C_,A,;0,0;0) is a (-null-pole triple for p~'. Let K € Puxn be 

any particular solution of (RIPP). Then L € Pyxn is a solution to (RIPP) if and 

only if 

L=K+Q¢ (3.4.6) 

for some Q € Pauxn. 

The next theorem says that the division of matrix polynomials (3.4.2) with the 

condition (3.4.5) is always possible for a regular matrix function D(z).
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Theorem 3.4.2. Suppose an N x N regular matrix polynomial D(z) and an M x N 

matrix polynomial] L(z) are given. Then there exist Q € Puxn, R € Puxn for which 

L=QD+R 

and 

5(R) < 6(D). 

Proof. Let (C_,A,) be a (right) @-null-pair for D(z). Then we can construct a 

full-range pair (S.,G..) as in Corollary 2.2.3 with r = (C_, A,;0,0;0). Let 

Cy = S> Resz2uL(z)C_(zI — Ax)” 
Zo€E t 

and 

R(z) := —Ci. Goo — 2C4.Cao(I — 28o9)7*"G yp. 

Then, by Theorem 3.1.1, R(z) satisfies the interpolation condition (3.4.7) with R(z) 

in the place of L(z) and 

6(R) < [the size of A,]—1. (3.4.8) 

Since the McMillan degree of a regular matrix function is at least the number of zeros 

in @, 6(D) > [the size of A,| and in turn (3.4.8) is reduced to 

6(R) < 6(D). 

Finally, by applying Theorem 3.4.1 and recalling the fact that R(z) and L(z) both 

satisfy the interpolation condition (3.4.7), we conclude that there exists Q € Puxn 

for which 

L=QD+R.
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Now we consider the following several divisor-remainder interpolation problem 

(SDRI). 

(SDRI) Let L,(z),...,L,(z) be given N x N regular matriz polynomials respec- 

tively and R,(z),...,R,(z) be given M x N matriz polynomials. Find a matriz poly- 

nomial A € Pyuyn such that 

A(z) = S;(z)L,;(z) + R,(z) (3.4.9) 

for some S; € Puyn, t= 1,...,7r. 

By Theorem 3.4.1, the interpolation conditions (3.4.9) are equivalent to 

S 5 Resinxy A(z)C_i(2I — Ani) 1 = C4, 9 8 1,...,7 (3.4.10) 
2et 

where (C_;, A,;) is a right null pair for Z; and 

Cy; = » Reszn2) Ri(z)C_i (2 — Axi) 

ze 

for each 2 = 1,...,r. Let (C_,A,) be a least common extension of the collection 

{(C_;, Anj)|t =1,...,r} of sizes Nxn,,n, nq respectively with associated injective 

linear map 5S; : @"** — @"*. Then by Theorem 16.5.3 of [BGR6], there exists C', : 

@™ —. ™ satisfying 

C45:=C4 i=1,...,r (3.4.11) 

if and only if there exists A € Pyxn satisfying (3.4.10) and in this case A € Puxn 

satisfies (3.4.10) if and only if A € Pyxn satisfies the single contour integral interpo- 

lation condition 

S| Resza2A(z)C_(2I — Ax)" = Cy. (3.4.12) 
EC 

Since (3.4.9) and (3.4.10) are equivalent the existence of Cy satisfying (3.4.11) is the 

necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution A(z) of (3.4.9). By 

Theorem 3.1.1, there exists a solution to (3.4.12) of McMillan degree at most n, — 1.
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On the other hand, it is proved (see Theorem 9.8 of [GLR1]) that the number of 

zeros (counting multiplicities) of a least common multiple of [,,...,L, is nz. 

We have proved the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.4.3. If there exists a solution to (SDRI) problem, then there exists a 

solution of McMillan degree at most n, —1, where n, is the number of zeros (counting 

multiplicities) of the least common multiple of [,,..., L,. 

Suppose M = N and [,...,L, are monic with polynomial degrees p,,...,p, 

respectively in the (SDRI) problem. Without loss of generality we can assume that 

the polynomial degree of R; is less than p; for 1 = 1,...,r (see [GLR1], Chapter 3). 

Under these assumptions, it is proved in [GKLR3] that the (SDRI) problem has a 

solution of polynomial degree < m if and only if 

Ker Va(Ly,...,L,) C Kerrow ((RioRan ... Rip;-1])F1 

where R;(z) = 37?) R,;z7 and j=l 

Ci, ~~ 6OLU, 

Un(Lay...,Ln) = | CRAUE 0 O-r Ane Ur 

C_1A™ 0, a C_,Am-1 U. 

with 

U; = (col (C_,AX, RG!) 

For this special case, we have the following theorem which states the consistency 

conditions in terms of the given data. 

Theorem 3.4.4. Suppose, in the (SDRI) problem, M = N and Iy,..., L, are monic 

matrix polynomials of polynomial degrees p,,...,p, respectively and the polynomial 

degrees of R,,...,R, are less than p;,...,p, respectively. Let m = N(p,+---+p,)—1 

and R,(z) = iD R,;z?. Then the following are equivalent.
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(i) There exists a matrix polynomial A € Puxn which solves the (SDRI) problem. 

(ii) There exists a matrix polynomial A € Pyyn of McMillan degree < m which 

solves the (SDRI) problem. 

(iii) There exists a matrix polynomial A € Pyyn of polynomial degree < m which 

solves the (SDRI) problem. 

(iv) Ker Vn(Li,...,Lr) C Kerrow ([Rio..- Rip,-1])r215 

Proof. (i)=>(ii) Let (C_;, A,;) be a right null pair for L; for eachi = 1,...,r and 

(C_,A,) be a least common extension of {(C_;, A,;)|i =1,...,r}. Since D; is monic, 

the size of A; = 6(L;) = piN (3.4.13) 

for each 2 = 1,...,r. On the other hand, by the property of the least common 

extension, 

[the size of A,] < 5 [the size of A,i]. (3.4.14) 
k=1 

Upon combining (3.4.13) and (3.4.14), we get 

[the stze of A,] < N(p, +---+>3,). 

By applying Theorem 3.4.3, we conclude that there exists a solution to the (SDRI) 

problem of McMillan degree at most n, — 1. 

Since the polynomial degree is less than or equal to the McMillan degree (ii)=>(iii) 

is clear and (iii)>(iv), (iv)=(i) are the results of [GKLR3]. O 

The statements dual to Theorem 3.4.2 and Theorem 3.4.3 are as follows: 

Theorem 3.4.5. Suppose an M x M regular matrix polynomial D(z) andan Mx N 

matrix polynomial L(z) are given. Then there exist Q € PuxN; R€ Puxn for which 

L=DQ+R 

and 

6(R) < 6(D).
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Theorem 3.4.6. Let M\(z),...,M,(z) be given M x M regular matrix polynomials 

and R,(z),...,2,(z) be given M x N matrix polynomials. If there exists a matrix 

polynomial A € Pyyyn such that 

A(z) = M,(z)S;(z) + R,(z) (3.4.15) 

for some 5; € Puxn,t =1,...,7r, then there exists an M x N matrix polynomial of 

McMillan degree at most n¢ — 1 which solves (3.4.15) where nz is the number of zeros 

(counting multiplicities) of a least common multiple of M,,...,M,. 

Next we consider two-sided interpolation problems in divisor—-remainder form. 

As in the one-sided residue interpolation problem, all solutions of (TRIPP) can be 

characterized in divisor-remainder form as follows. The proof is found in [BGR4]. 

Theorem 3.4.7. Suppose 7 = (Cy,C_, Ax; Ac, By, B_;T) is a C-admissible (TRIP) 

data set. Suppose that ~ is an M x M regular matrix polynomial which has (A;, B;) 

as its (left) null pair and y is an N x N regular matrix polynomial which has (C_, A,;) 

as its (right) null pair and K € Pmxn is any particular solution of (TRIPP). Then 

L € Puxn is also a solution of (TRIPP) if and only if 

L=K+4Q¢y (3.4.16) 

for some Q € Puxn. 

By combining Theorem 3.4.7 and Theorem 3.2.1, we obtain the following division 

formula for matrix polynomials in which divisors on both sides are involved. 

Theorem 3.4.8. For a given M x M regular matrix polynomial D, an NxN regular 

matrix polynomial D, and L € Pyyn, there exist Q, R € Pun for which 

L=DQD+R 

with 

6(R) < 6(D) + 6D).
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Proof. Let (A¢, By) be a left null pair for D and (C_, A,) be a right null pair 

for D. Then 

§(D) > ng (3.4.17) 

and 

§(D) > ng, (3.4.18) 

where n¢ and n, are the sizes of A, and A, respectively. If we define the matrices 

B_, Cy, P by 

—B_= ) > Resz=2(zI — Ac) By, L(z) (3.4.19) 
zet 

Cy = )> ReszaxL(z)C_(zI — Ax) (3.4.20) 
zee 

and 

T= )0 Resz-2(zI — Ac) By L(z)C_(zI — Ax), 
oat (3.4.21) 

then, it can be easily shown that T = (C4,C_, Ax; Ac, By, B_;T) is a C-admissible 

(TRIP) data set. 

By Theorem 3.2.1, there exists a matrix polynomial R € Py xn satisfying 

(3.4.19)-(3.4.21) with R(z) in place of L(z) and satisfying 

6(R) < ny tne —1. (3.4.22) 

Since both L and R are solutions of the (TRIPP), by Theorem 3.4.7, there exists 

Q € Puxn for which 

L=DQD+R.
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By combining (3.4.17), (3.4.18) and (3.4.22), we get 

6(R) < 6(D) + &(D). 

a 

The rest of this section is devoted to the interpolation problem in the form of 

several two-sided divisor-reminder form constraints which is stated as follows. 

Let L;(z), K;(z) be given N x N and M x M regular matrix polynomials respec- 

tively and let R;(z) be a given M x N matrix polynomial for 1 <i1<r. Find a 

matrix polynomial A € Py,n such that 

A(z) = K;(z)S;(z)L;(z) + R,(z) (3.4.23) 

for some S; € Pyyn forl <i<r. 

Theorem 3.4.9. If there exists an M x N matrix polynomial satisfying (3.4.23), 

then there exists a M x N matrix polynomial satisfying (3.4.23) of McMillan degree 

at most nz +n¢—1, where n, is the number of finite zeros of a least common multiple 

of L,,...,L, and ng is the number of finite zeros of a least common multiple of 

Ky,...,Ke. 

Proof. Let (C_;,A,;) be a right null pair for L; and (A,;, B;;) be a left null 

pair for K;(z) for 7 = 1,...,r. Since Theorem 3.4.7 implies that there exists a 

matrix polynomial A € Pyxn satisfying (3.4.23) if and only if there exists a matrix 

polynomial A € Py xn satisfying (3.3.4)-(3.3.6) (with A in place of L) with 

Cyj = So Re82az R;(z)C_j(zI — Any) 
zee 

~B_j = ) > Resz22 (21 ~ Ag) BsjR;(2) 
et 

DT; = S> Reszaz(zI — Ag) ' By; Rj(z)C_j(2I — Ans) 
zee
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for 7 = 1,...,r. By assumption and Theorem 3.3.3, if there exists any matrix poly- 

nomial solution A € Pyxn of (3.4.23), then there exists such a solution of McMil- 

lan degree at most n, + n¢ — 1, where (C_,A,) is a least common extension of 

{(C_;, Anj)|j = 1,...,r} of sizes N x n,, n, X ny respectively and (A,, B,) is a least 

common coextension of {(A;;, By;)|j =1,...,r} of sizes ne x ne, n¢ x M respectively. 

It is known (see [GLR1]) that the number of finite zeros (counting the multiplic- 

ities) of a least common multiple of L,,...,0,(4y,...,.K,) is ne(ng). O



IV. A solution of minimal possible McMillan degree 

Our concern in this chapter is to find a rational solution to (TRIP) (as defined 

in Section 1.4) of minimal possible McMillan degree. The scalar version of (TRIP) 

defined by (1.4.1)-(1.4.3) is the following. Given distinct points z,,...,2z, in the 

complex plane @, and given complex numbers {w;; Jie Pers find all rational functions 

f(z) := at ged(n,d) =1 (4.1) 

such that 

f° (z5) = Wij; ~=1,.. -9Hjy j=l,.-.,7, (4.2) 

where gcd represents the greatest common divisor of polynomials. In particular, we 

are interested in a solution of minimal possible McMillan degree. In the scalar case, 

the McMillan degree of f(z) in (4.1) is defined as 

6(f) := max{deg n, deg d}. (4.3) 

Some special cases of the problem were studied by Belevitch (1970) and Donoghue 

(1974) and recently the general case was understood by Antoulas and Anderson 

(1986). In the latter approach, the Léwner matriz is a key notion. For simplicity 

assume p#; = 1 for? = 1,...,n in (4.2) and n = 2m+1. Then the associated Lowner 

matrix L is given by 

L:= [eectei = ai (4.4) 
Zm+1+i — 23 | ce 1<j<m+1 

In the first section, the already existing results for the scalar case are introduced 

with assumptions p; = 1 for all 2 and n = 2m +1. The minimal possible McMillan 

degree for solutions is g or n — q, where gq is the rank of the matrix L given by (4.4). 

This section follows [AA1]. In the second section, some efforts to extend the approach 

80
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of the first section to the matrix case are made. Here the null—pole coupling matrix 

I’ introduced in Section 1.4 plays the role of the L6wner matrix for the matrix case. 

Even though the problem considered in this section is a nice special one, it turns 

out that the approach which depends on the Lowner matrix is not very enlightening. 

One of the difficulties is the collapse of Theorem 4.1.1 (compare Theorem 4.1.1 and 

Theorem 4.2.1). So, we go back to the scalar case in Section 3 and come up with 

a new point of view for which the extension to the matrix case is possible. The 

discussion in Section 2 appears here for the first time; Section 3 follows [ABKW] but 

more explanations are given. 

The remaining two sections present the main results of this chapter. The fourth 

section is about the one-sided residue interpolation problem (RIP) and the last section 

is about the two-sided residue interpolation problem (TRIP). The following aspects 

are discussed for (RIP) and (TRIP) respectively: (a) the minimal possible McMillan 

degree, (b) a realization formula for a solution of minimal possible McMillan degree, 

(c) all admissible degrees of complexity, and (d) a parameterization of all solutions 

of McMillan degree n for a given admissible degree n. These last two sections follow 

mostly [ABKW] but some details are done differently or are added. 

4.1 The scalar case 

The problem considered in this section is the following. Given distinct points 

21,-..,2, in the complex plane @ and given complex numbers {w;}7_, find a rational 

function f(z) in the form of (4.1) which has the minimal possible McMillan degree 

among the rational functions satisfying the interpolating conditions 

f(z) = wy, j=l,...,n. (4.1.1)
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To fix the notation, suppose 

n=2Im+1 

for some nonnegative integer m. 

The classical approach to this problem is based on the naive (but in general false) 

hope that the interpolation problem (4.1.1) can be solved by a rational function of 

McMillan degree at most m. Indeed, if we put 

f(2):= oe 
with 

n(z) := a9 +ayz +--+ +4a_2™ 

d(z) :=bo t+ yz +--> + 5,2” 

then, from (4.1.1) the following system of linear equations are derived; 

n(z;)—wjd(z;)=0, jg=l,...,n (4.1.2) 

or equivalently, 

r ao 7 

1 22,2229 2q y W2, W222,--- W220 a 

“h | = 0. (4.1.3) 

™m m —by 
1 Znyeeey Sry Wry Wn2ny-++)Wn2n : 

Lom |     
The system of linear equations (4.1.2) is called the modified interpolation problem in 

[M] and has often been studied as an intermediate tool in solving the interpolation 

problem (4.1.1). The system of linear equations (4.1.2) or (4.1.3) always has a non- 

trivial solution since the system of linear equations to be solved has (2m+1) equations 

and (2m + 2) variables. But, in this approach, the difficulty arises if the solution of
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the modified interpolation problem (4.1.2) d(z) has a zero at one of the prescribed 

points z,...,2,. Then, the polynomials n(z) and d({z) have a common zero at the 

point and the function f(z) = le may not interpolate at the point. Those points 

are called unattainable or inaccessible points. By the generic case, we refer to the 

case where there is no inaccessible point. Hence, in this case, a solution of McMillan 

degree at most m exists. In [B], the problem of finding a solution of McMillan degree 

at most m is analyzed more systematically by using the Lowner matrix L defined by 

(4.4). To introduce his approach, we start with the following theorem which is crucial 

in his analysis. For the proof see [AA1] or [Bl]. 

Theorem 4.1.1. Let L be an p x 1 Lowner matrix with p > q, | > q, built on finite 

values taken by a rational function 

f(z) := 50) ged(n,d) =1 

of McMillan degree q at p+ 1 points. Then, 

rank L = q. 

Let L be the m x (m+ 1) Lowner matrix given by (4.4) and 

q:= rank L. 

Then a solution of the modified interpolation problem (4.1.2) or (4.1.3) n(z), d(z) 

with deg n(z) < m, deg d(z) < m can be constructed in the following way. Let L be 

an (n — qg—1) x (¢+ 1) Lowner matrix defined by 

iH [ees — Os (4.1.5) 
Zqtlti — 7 | cscx-e-anepene 

By Corollary 2.24 of [AA1] which states that any r x | Lowner matrix constructed 

from the same data for Z with r > q,!>q has rank q, 

rank L = q. (4.1.6)
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Since the (N —q—1) x (q+1) matrix L has rank q, there exists a (q+ 1)-dimensional 

vector 

C= [cy, eee Cost]? 

satisfying 

Ic =0 (4.1.7) 

and 

ce; #0 forj =1,...,q41. (4.1.8) 

The conditions (4.1.7) are rewritten as 

< c;(We — w;) 
So Bs" 0, kh = 9 42,9 43,...,0. (4.1.9) 
- ek — 23 
j=l 

Let 

_ q+1 q+1 

d(z):= Soe; [[¢ — 2) (4.1.10) 

j=l isl 
tj 

q+1 q+1 

n(z) i= S| ew; [[¢ — 2) (4.1.11) 

j=l isd 
tj 

and f(z) be a rational function satisfying 

f(z)d(z) = 7i(z). (4.1.12) 

Since d(z;) # 0 for 7 = 1,...,q¢ +1 by our choice of vector c, f(z) in (4.1.12) is 

well—defined, and 

w,d(z,) — 7i(z,) = 0 for k=1,...,n. (4.1.13) 

Indeed, for k = 1,...,q+1, the equality (4.1.13) is obtained as soon as we plug z = z, 

in (4.1.10) and (4.1.11). For k > q+2, (4.1.13) is derived from (4.1.9) by multiplying 

both sides by []#71(z% — 2). 

The following theorem tells us in which case the solution n(z), d(z) of the modified 

interpolation problem gives a solution to the interpolation problem (4.1.1).
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Theorem 4.1.2. Let f(z) be a rational function given by (4.1.12). Then the follow- 

ing statements are equivalent. 

(a) f(z) is a solution to (4.1.1). 

(b) 5(f) =4. 
(c) d(z;) #0 fori=1,...,n. 

Proof. (a)=(b): Upon observing that 6(f) < q by its construction, we get 

6(f) = q by Theorem 4.1.1. The implications (b)=(c), (c)=(a) are obvious from 

(4.1.10)-(4.1.13). O 

As we will see in the proof of the next theorem, if there exists a solution of 

McMillan degree less than %, f(z) is the solution. The following theorem due to 

[AA1] gives a solution of minimal possible McMillan degree when f(z) in (4.1.12) is 

not a solution of (4.1.1). We will sketch the proof, but the proof is revised by the 

author. 

Theorem 4.1.3. Let L be an m x (m+1) Léwner matrix given by (4.4) and d(z) 

and f(z) be given as in (4.1.11), (4.1.12). 

(a) If d(z) has no zeros at z;,j =1,...,n, then the minimal possible McMillan degree 

for the solutions to the interpolation problem (4.1.1) is rank L, and f(z) is the 

unique solution of rank L. 

(b) Otherwise, n —rank L is the minimal possible McMillan degree and there is more 

than one solution of McMillan degree n — rank L. 

Sketch of the Proof. By Theorem 4.1.1, there is no solution of McMillan degree 

less than rank L = q. First, we show that if f(z) is a solution of McMillan degree at 

most m, then f(z) = f(z). Suppose f(z) interpolates n — a (= 2m +1 — a) points 

(a = 0 if and only if f(z) is a solution). Then, by Theorem 4.1.2, there exist points
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Zi,,-+-,2i, for which 

d(z;,)=0, jg=1,...,a. (4.1.14) 

Because of (4.1.12), (4.1.14) forces that 

n(zi,) = 0, j=l,...,a. (4.1.15) 

Upon combining (4.1.14) and (4.1.15), we can see that 6(f) < q—a. Hence a rational 

function f(z) — f(z) has degree no more than m+q-—<a and has at least n — @ zeros. 

But, the fact that m+q—a<2m—a<n-—a forces that f(z) = f(z). Hence, the 

uniqueness of (a) is proved. 

(b) Suppose f(z) is not a solution. By the previous argument, there is no solution 

of McMillan degree at most m. Suppose there exists a solution f(z) of McMillan 

degree g > m. Let L be al x n Léwner matrix constructed from f(z) so that 1 > q 

n > Gand L is a submatrix of L. Then by Theorem 4.1.1, any g x 9 submatrix of L is 

invertible and in turn by Section 2.1, the minimal possible such g is n—rank L = n—gq. 

C 

Now, we describe a solution of McMillan degree n—q. Let L be a (q—1)x(n—q+1) 

Lowner matrix given by 

Le [tensetet “3 (4.1.16) 
2n—qt1ti — 25 Jisigg—1, 1<j<n—q41 

and ¢ be a (n — q + 1)-dimensional vector satisfying the following: 

Le=0 (4.1.17) 

and 
. n-qtl n-qtl 

dz):= >> & J] --#) (4.1.18) 
j=l t=1 

iZj 
has no zeros at z;, 7 =1,...,n, where 

@:= [@,...,en-g41].
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Indeed, there exists infinitely many such vectors ¢. Let 

n—q+1 n—g+l 

n(z) i= Ss” C;W; Il (z — z;) (4.1.19) 

i 
and 

j(2) = Med. (4.1.20) 
d(z,c) 

Then, by its construction (4.1.18) (4.1.19) 

w,d(z;,¢) = A(z;,é). (4.1.21) 

Since ¢ is chosen so that d(z;,2) # 0 for any j = 1,...,n, from (4.1.20), (4.1.21), we 

conclude that f(z) is a solution of McMillan degree at most n — q. But, we already 

have proved that the minimal possible McMillan degree for solutions other than f(z) 

(if f(z) is a solution) is n — q. This completes the proof. 0 

Remark 4.1.4. (a) For the multiple point interpolation problem (4.1), see [AA1]. 

(b) In the proof of Theorem 4.1.3 (b), we applied Remark 2.1.2 (b) to get g > 

n— rank L since in this case the Lowner matrix L can be recovered from the null- 

pole-coupling matrix I associated with the bitangential setting of this scalar problem: 

2m+2 0 
\ “Wins 

Ag = a 
B=([B, B.] = . 

0 Zn 
: _ 

a1 
0 

= C+ _ | W1,-----. »Wm41 
_ ; 

C= e| ~ | Liveeeeeeeee 1 |? A, = 

0 Zm+1 

are the proper choice for the null pair (A;, B), and the pole pair (C, A,) of Section 

2.1. The same reasoning can be used for the multiple point case since the generalized 

Lowner matrix (see [AA1]) is a special case of the matrix [ with appropriately chosen 

matrices A;, B,C, A,.
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(c) If n is even and unless the rank of the x 5 Lowner matrix L is = all the 

arguments are the same. But, if rank L = > then 5 is the minimal possible McMil- 

lan degree for the solution and a solution of McMillan degree ; is obtained by the 

construction (4.1.16)-(4.1.20) with q = > O 

4.2 <A matrix analogue of the scalar generic case 

In this section, we consider a generalization of the interpolation conditions (4.1.1) 

to the matrix case and try to find a solution of minimal possible McMillan de- 

gree. Here, basically we adapt the approach used in the previous section, but the 

parametrization of all solutions of (TRIP) given by Theorem 1.4.1 plays an impor- 

tant role. 

The problem we consider in this section is the following. Given distinct points 

Z1,-++)2ny Wi,---)Wn4n in the complex plane @, and nonzero vectors 2),...,2, in 

C@1*™ | vectors y1,...,Yn in €!*%, nonzero vectors u1,...,Un4n in @*!, and vectors 

V1,---Ungn in @!@*?, Find an M x N rational matrix function W(z) for which 

r;W(z;) = Ui i= 1, eee yl (4.2.1) 

W(w;)u; = V;, 7 = 1, wee tt N. (4.2.2) 

Then, we can generate MN + (M + N)n equations from the conditions (4.2.1) and 

(4.2.2). Indeed, for each 7 in (4.2.1) we have a 1 x N vector equation and for each 7 

in (4.2.2), we get an M x 1 vector equation. On the other hand, it is known that an 

Mx\N rational matrix function of McMillan degree d is determined by MN+(M+N)d 

parameters (see [BF]). Hence, by comparing the number of constraints and the number 

of parameters, we can expect there may be a solution of (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) which has 

McMillan degree at most n. But, as in the scalar case, this is not always the case.
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Here we study the case where there exists a solution of McMillan degree at most n. 

Let [ be an n x (n + N) matrix whose (2, 7)" component, I’;;, is given by 

r,, = Ts _ , Ws) — Wad (4.2.3) 
Wj 2 Wj — 2% 

where vectors z;, yi, uj, v; are the same as in (4.2.1) (4.2.2). Then, [ is a matrix 

analogue of the Lowner matrix Z in the previous section. The next theorem is a 

counterpart of Theorem 4.1.1. 

Theorem 4.2.1. Let W(z) bea given Mx N rational matrix function with 6(W) = q 

and let 

W(w;) —-W(z; Pix [2 WO) = Wed) (4.2.4) 
Wi % 1<i<n 1<j<I 

wheren > q, 1>q and 2,...,2Zn, Wi,.-., Ww are distinct points in the complex plane 

at which W(z) is analytic and z1,...,2, are nonzero 1 x M vectors, u,,...,uj; are 

N X 1 nonzero vectors. Then, 

rank T < 6(W). 

Proof. Let 

W(z) = D+4+C(zG — A)"'B (4.2.5) 

be a minimal realization for W(z). Upon substituting (4.2.5) in (4.2.4), we get 

T= |e   
Ci{(w;G _ A)"} _ (2;G _ A)"}8 

. . i 

Wi %i l<i<n 1<j<I 
(4.2.6) 

Since 

(wjG — A)! — (2:G — A)" = (2G — A) \(z; _ w;)G(w;G _ A)7,
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(4.2.6) reduces to 

T= — [2iC(2iG — A) *G(wjG — A) Bu;] Igign 13S! 
ry 0] [C(aG— aA) 

= — vo G [(wiG — A)7,...,(WaG — A)77] 

0 "aad LC(eG - A) 
T ty 0 

x 

| 0 Un+N   
Thus, we have 

rank T < rank G. 

By the minimality of the realizatin of W(z) given in (4.2.5), the size of the square 

matrix G is qg. Hence, we conclude that 

rank [ < q. CJ 

The following example shows that the inequality 

rank [ < 6(W) 

which we have in Theorem 4.2.1 is the best estimation, unlike the scalar case. Let 

1 0 
W(z)= : | 

1 1 

and z, = 1, w; = —1 and z, = [1 0], u, = [0 1]?. Then, for this case, [ given by 

(4.2.4) is 

24 W (wy) — Wla) 
T= 

Wi — 21 

-wa(G' }- Ee DE 
hale all
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Thus, rank [ = 0. But the McMillan degree of W(z) is 1. 

To use the parametrization of solutions given in Theorem 1.4.1, we introduce the 

following matrices. Let 

  

21 0 

A¢ = . 

| 0 ) Zn 

(4.2.7) 
[ry —¥1 

[By B_] _— . 

L In ~ Yn 

E+ | _ Vig esecccaes aed 

C_ | U1; ee cee eee » Un4N ? 

(4.2.8) 
T wy 0 

A, := 

L 0 Wn+N   
Then, the data set 7 = (C4, C_, Ax; Ac, By, B_;T) satisfy the normalization condi- 

tions (1.4.4)-(1.4.6), where [ is given by (4.2.3). Moreover, (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) are 

equivalent to 

\ 5 Ressam (zl — Ag) *ByW(z) = —B- (4.2.9) 
zee 

S| Reszaz)W(z)C_(zI — Ar) = Cy, (4.2.10) 
ze 

and in this case the condition 

S 5 Resza2(21 — Ac) *B,W(z)C_(2I — Ay)"' =T (4.2.11) 
et 

is equivalent to the Sylvester equation (1.4.6). 

Let B be an (n+ N) x N matrix satisfying 

rB=0and rank B= N (4.2.12)
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and 

o = {z,}2, U {w; ntN j=l 

Define an N x WN rational matrix function 

yp '(z) = C_(zI — A,)*B. (4.2.13) 

The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for the existence of a solution of 

McMillan degree n. In this context, we see that the genericity condition analogous to 

d(z) having no zeros in o in Theorem 4.1.2 is that y~! be regular with o—null-pole 

triple equal to 7_ := (C_, A,;0,0; 0). 

Theorem 4.2.2. Let matrices T, Cy, C_, A, be given by (4.2.3) and (4.2.8) and 

an N x N rational matrix function y~'(z) be given by (4.2.13). If rank T = n and 

yp '(z) is regular and has 

7_:=(C_, Ax; 0, 0; 0) 

as its o-null-pole triple, then there exists a solution of McMillan degree n. If we 

choose a € ©@ so that ~~'(a) is invertible, then a solution of McMillan degree n is 

given by 

Wo(z) = Cy(zG — A)! BD", (4.2.14) 

where the matrix B is given by (4.2.12) and 

D = y"*(a) = C_(al — A,)7'B 

G=I-BD"C_(al —- A,)7! 

A= A, —aBD7'C_(al — A,)7?. 

Proof. Let matrices Ac, By, B_, Cy, C_, Ax be given by (4.2.7) (4.2.8) and 

O- [ge ad 
21 22
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be an (M+ N) x (M +N) rational matrix function which has 

fix (|| , Ag; Ac, [By B_]; r) 

as its o-null-pole triple. Suppose y~1(z) has 7 as its o-null-pole triple. Then by 

Theorem 1.4.1 and Remark 1.4.3, W € Ryxn(c) satisfies the interpolation conditions 

(4.2.9)-(4.2.11) if and only if 

W(z) = (OnP + O129)(O2uP + 9229)" (4.2.15) 

where P € Ryyxw(o), Q € Rnxn(o) are rational matrix functions for which 

y(OuP + O2Q) = I. (4.2.16) 

Upon combining (4.2.15) and (4.2.16), we parametrize the solutions as follows: W € 

Ruxn(o) is a solution if and only if 

"7 | yt =0 5 . (4.2.17) 

On the other hand, by noting that O has 7 as its o-null-pole triple, we see that there 

exist an (n+ N) x N matrix B and rational functions H € Ruxn(o), K € Rnxn(o) 

for which 

© F = Fa (21 — A,)B + 2 | . (4.2.18) 

where H(z) and K(z) satisfy the equation 

S Ressz(21 — Ac)""[By B-] 23 —TB. (4.2.19) 
ze 

From (4.2.17) and (4.2.18), we get 

y'(z) = C_(zI — A,)71B + K(z). (4.2.20) 

Since y7!(z) and C_(zI — A,)~!B have poles only inside o and K(z) has poles only 

outside o (4.2.20) forces A(z) = 0 and 

y'(z) — C_(zI — A,) 1B = C_(zI — A,)71(B — B) = 0.
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By the fact that the pair (C_, A,) is a null-kernel pair, we get B = B from the above 

identity. Thus, (4.2.18) and (4.2.19) are reduced to 

Q 5 = |e | (2I — A,) "B+ #69 | ; (4.2.21) 

“ S > Res.as(zI — Ag)"'By H(z) = 0. (4.2.22) 
wet 

By combining (4.2.17) (4.2.21) and (4.2.22), all solutions are reparametrized as fol- 

lows: W € Ryxn(¢) is a solution if and only if 

| yo _ E* | (zI — A,) B+ | , 

where H € Ryxn(c) is subject to the constraint (4.2.22). Let Wo(z) be the solution 

corresponding to the choice of H(z) = 0. Then, 

Wo(z) = Cy(zI — A,)7' By(z). (4.2.23) 

Now, we find the McMillan degree of Wo(z). We note that all poles of Wo(z) 

come from those of y(z) since, by our construction, Wo(z) has no poles inside 

which contains o(A,) and all poles of y(z) are outside o. But, there may be some 

cancellation of poles of y(z) by premultiplying R(z) := Cy(zI — A,)7'B. Indeed, at 

infinity, at least N poles of y(z) are cancelled by premultiplying R(z). To see this, 

we apply a Mobius transformation to R(z) and y~'(z) and get 

R (=) = 20;(1—zA,) 7B 

and 

yg (=) = zC_(I—2zA,)'B. 
z 

Thus, if we premultiply y (+) by R (4), the factor 4Jy in y (+) is cancelled out, that 

is, N poles of y(z) at infinity are cancelled out. Hence, 

§(Wo) < 6(y) - N=n.
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On applying Theorem 4.2.1, we get 6(Wo) =n. 

Lastly, we express Wo(z) in a realization form. By the assumption that y~"(z) is 

regular, there exists a € @ for which 

D := g(a) 

is invertible. Then, y~'(z) can be expressed in a realization form centered at a as 

follows: 

yp '(z) = D—(z-—a)C_(zI — A,)7'(aI — A,)7"B, 

and y(z) is given by 

y(z) = D7 + (z — a)D7'C_(zG* — A*)"'(al — A,) "BD", (4.2.24) 

where 

G* =I —(al — A,)'BD™"'C_ (4.2.25) 

A* = A, —a(al — A,) 1 BD™'C_. (4.2.26) 

Substitute (4.2.24) in (4.2.23) to get 

Wo(z) =Cz(2I — Az) BD + (z —a)Cy(zI — A.) B 

x D7'C_(zG* — A*)""(al — A,)7'BD™ 
(4.2.27) 

=C,(zI ~— A,)'{(al — A,)71(zG* — A*) — (z —a)BD™'C_} 

x (2G* — A*) (al — A,) "BD". 

Upon plugging (4.2.25) and (4.2.26) into (al — A,)(zG* — A*)—(z-a)BD™'C_, it 

is reduced to (zI — A,)~!(al — A,). Hence, (4.2.27) is 

Wo(z) = Cy(al — A,z)1(zG* — A®)"'al — Az)" BD" 

= Ox {(al — Ag) (2G* — A*)(al — Ap} BD.
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Again we substitute (4.2.25) and (4.2.26) in the above identity to get 

Wo(z) = Cy(2G — A) BD", 

where 

G =I-BD"'C_(al — A,)"! 

A=A,—aBD"'C_(al — A,)7}. 

This completes the proof. UJ 

We close this section with some remarks. 

Remark 4.2.3. (a) In Theorem 4.2.2, the null-pole structure of p~!(z) is independent 

of the choice of the matrix B. If B is a (n+ .N) x N matrix satisfying 

LB=0 and rank B=N, 

then there exist an N x N invertible matrix V so that B = BV. Thus, ~ = 

(C_, Ax; 0, 0; 0) is a o-null-pole triple for p~!(z) = C_(zI — A,)7'B if and only if 

7_ is a o-null-pole triple for C_(zI — A,)~1B. 

Unlike the scalar case, the condition that the matrix [ has full rank is needed 

so that the null pole structure of y~! is independent of the choice of the matrix B. 

Remember that in the scalar case, if the m x (m +1) Lowner matrix L given by 

(4.4) is not of full rank then we reproduce a Lowner matrix L (see 4.1.5) so that the 

dimension of KerL is 1 by rearranging the given data. By doing so, the null-pole 

structure of d(z) given by (4.1.10) is independent of the choice of a vector c satisfying 

Le = 0. But, in the problem (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), we cannot rearrange the data so 

that the size of the new T is changed. This point and Theorem 4.2.1 where we have 

inequality instead of equality of scalar case are the main difficulties which we have in 

extending the results of the scalar case to the matrix interpolation problem (4.2.1) 

and (4.2.2).
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(b) Even for the very special case of the matrix interpolation problem which we 

consider in this section, it seems hard to go beyond Theorem 4.2.2. In [AA2], the 

minimal possible McMillan degree for the solutions of the full-matrix valued interpo- 

lation problem (e.g. Example 1 in section 1.4) is found by extending the approach 

of section 4.1 to the matrix case under some additional restrictive hypothesis on the 

structure of the Lowner matrix. For the pure multiple—point case at infinity (i.e. the 

partial realization problem) where the Lowner matrix collapses to a Hankel matrix, 

a complete solution is obtained in [GKL], but extending these ideas to the general 

case appears to be difficult. It seems the approach using the Lowner matrix as a 

key notion is not fruitful for the matrix case. So, in the next section, we go back 

to the scalar case and understand the results from another point of view so that a 

generalization to the matrix case is possible. 

4.3. The scalar case revisited 

The aim of this section is to understand Theorem 4.1.3 from another point of 

view. First, we introduce a 2 x 2 matrix polynomial 

O(z):= a 7 | (4.3.1) 

where fi(z), d(z), n(z), d(z) are polynomials given by (4.1.10) (4.1.11) (4.1.18) 

(4.1.19) respectively. Remember that those polynomials are constructed so that 

(a) wid(z;) =A(z;), (b) wid(z;) = A(z), 7=1,...,7 (4.3.2) 

and 

(a) the index of bal <q, (b) the index of a3 <n-gq, (4.3.3) 

where {z,}%,, {w;}%, are the same as in (4.1.1) and q represents the rank of the 

n(z) 
d(z) 

is a solution to the interpolation   Lowner matrix (4.4). Here we note that whether
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problem (4.1.1) or not, we can find A(z) and d(z) satisfying the conditions (4.3.2b) 

(4.3.3b) and 

A(z)d(z) — A(z)d(z) £0. (4.3.4) 

Let 4 0 a 

Ac:= oe , Bal? = 4. (4.3.5) 
0 a, 1 Wp, 

Then, O(z) satisfies the following; 

O(z) has (Ay, B) as its o-null-pair (4.3.6) 

O(z) is column reduced, (4.3.7) 

where o = {z;}%_,. Indeed, it is straightforward from (4.3.2) that (A,, B) is at least 

a corestriction of a left null pair for O(z). To prove (4.3.7), it is enough to show that 

deg det O(z) = sum of the column indices. (4.3.8) 

This will then also imply that (A¢, B) is in fact precisely a left null pair for Q(z). 

From (4.3.3), deg detO(z) < n, but, the conditions (4.3.4) (4.3.6) imply that the 

nonzero polynomial det Q(z) has at least n zeros. Hence, 

deg det O(z) =n (4.3.9) 

and, in turn, 

the column index of at) =q (4.3.10) 

and 

the column index of bal =n—4q. (4.3.11) 

From Remark (2.3.5), the column indices of a column reduced matrix polynomial 

are the controllability indices of its left null pair. Hence, we have 

q=a), (4.3.12)
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where a is the smaller controllability index of the pair (A;¢, B) given by (4.3.5). The 

next theorem restates Theorem 4.1.4 without using the Lowner matrix. 

Theorem 4.3.1. Let n x n matrix Ag, n X 2 matrix B be given by (4.3.5) and 

O:= le: 8 
O21 O22 

be any 2 x 2 matrix polynomial satisfying (4.3.6) (4.3.7) with the column indices 

in nondecreasing order. Suppose a, < a2 are the controllability indices of the pair 

(Ag, B). 

(a) If O2:(2;) 4 0 fori = 1,...,n, then the minimal possible McMillan degree is a 

and f(z) := Ss is a unique solution of McMillan degree ay. 
21 

(b) Otherwise, a2 is the minimal possible McMillan degree of solutions to (4.1.1) and 

there is more than one solution of McMillan degree ag. 

Proof. Let O(z) be a 2x 2 matrix polynomial satisfying (4.3.6) and (4.3.7) with O in 

place of © and let the column indices of @(z) be in nondecreasing order. Then, by Re- 

mark 2.3.5, the column indices of © are a, < a. Since O(z) given by (4.3.1) satisfies 

(4.3.6) and (4.3.7), there exists a 2 x 2 unimodular matrix V(z) := Fae bale) 
Vailz} Vea 2 

O(z) = O(z)V(z). (4.3.13) 

By the predictable degree property of a column reduced matrix polynomial (see The- 

orem 1.3.1), and by (4.3.10) and (4.3.11), 

the column index of os | >q+deg v41, unless v4; 4 0 (4.3.14) 

the column index of ia > (n — q) + deg v2;, unless v2; # 0. 
(4.3.15) 

Because the column index of ia = a, = q, and n—q > q in this case, (4.3.15) 

forces v2; = 0 and (4.3.14) forces v1; is a nonzero constant c. By plugging v3, =
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C, V2, = 0 in (4.3.13), we get 

1 
n(z) = 7 Onl), c#0 (4.3.16) 

H(z) =-On(z), ¢#0. (4.3.17) 

Upon substituting (4.3.16) and (4.3.17) in Theorem 4.1.1, the proof is completed. O 

Remark 4.3.2. For the multiple point case or for the distinct point case with even 

n, the same result as (4.3.12) can be obtained. Of course, for the multiple point case, 

the matrix L is a generalized Lowner matrix (see [AA1]) and the pair (A¢, B) is in a 

different form. O 

In the next two sections, the approach developed in Theorem 4.3.1 is generalized 

to the one-sided and two-sided residue interpolation problem (1.4.1)—(1.4.3). 

4.4 One-sided residue interpolation problem 

Consider the following residue interpolation problem (RIP). 

(RIP) Given matrices A;, B,, B_ of sizes ng X ne,n¢ x M,nc x N respectively. 

Find an M x N rational matriz function W € Ry xn(o) for which 

) | Resz=2(2I — Ac) B,W(z) =—B., 
z0E0 

where o is a subset of @. 

Without loss of generality, we can assume that (A;,B,) is a full range pair and 

o(Ac) C o (see section 1.4). In this section, we start with Theorem 1.4.1 (the 

parametrization of all solutions) and determine the following: (a) the minimal possible 

McMillan degree for solutions of (RIP) (b) a solution of minimal possible McMillan 

degree (c) admissible degrees for solutions of (RIP), i.e. nonnegative integers d for 

which there exists a solution of McMillan degree d. The dual problem of (RIP4q) is 

stated as follows.
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(RIPq) Given matrices C4,C_, Ax of sizes M xn, N X ng, Nx X Ny respectively, 

find an M x N rational matriz function W € Ryxn(o) for which 

S > ReszazW(z)C_(zI — Ax)" = C4, 
2 eC 

where o is a subset of (. 

As in (RIP), we can assume that o(A,) C o and (C_,A,) is a null-kernel pair (see 

section 1.4). We study (RIP) in this section. The parallel results for (RIP,) can be 

found in the next section. 

To get an idea about how to determine the McMillan degree of an interpolant, 

we present the following theorem. The proof will be given in Theorem 4.5.1 which is 

about the parallel results for more general case. 

Theorem 4.4.1. Let N(z) and D(z) be matrix polynomials of sizes Mx N, Nx N 

and D(z) be regular. If 

N(z), D(z) are coprime (4.4.1) 

and 

N(z)| ; 
Bel ts column reduced, (4.4.2) 

then 

6(ND")= >>: 
1=1 

where 7; is the 2" column index of the matrix polynomial te} . 

Here we note that matrix polynomials N(z), D(z) are (right) coprime if and only if 

D(z 

solutions of (RIP) can be parametrized in the form N(z)D(z)~! for matrix polynomi- 

5 3} has full column rank for any z € @. The following theorem shows that all 

als N(z) and D(z) satisfying the conditions (4.4.1) (4.4.2) and one more constraint 

(4.4.6). The proof is given in theorem 4.5.1.
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Theorem 4.4.2. Let 

On O22 

9 = ES 82 

be an (M + N) x (M +N) matrix polynomial for which 

(A,,[B, B_]) is a €-null-pole for O(z) (4.4.3) 

O(z) is column reduced at infinity. (4.4.4) 

Then, W € Ryu xn(o(Ac)) is a solution of (RIP) if and only if there exist matrix 

polynomials P(z) and Q(z) of sizes M x N,N x N for which 

W = (OP + 012Q)(O21 P + O22Q)™" (4.4.5) 

O2,P + O22Q has no zeros on o( Ac) (4.4.6) 

P,Q are right coprime (4.4.7) 

0 3] 2s column reduced at infinity. (4.4.8) 

It is worthwhile to note that in the above theorem the conditions (4.4.6) and (4.4.7) 

guarantee that 01;P + 012Q, 02P + O22Q are right coprime. Now, by Theorem 

4.4.1 and Theorem 4.4.2, the problem of finding a solution of the minimal possible 

McMillan degree is reduced to the problem of finding matrix polynomials P(z), Q(z) 

for which (4.4.6)—(4.4.8) are satisfied and the sum of the column indices of © 5 is 

as small as possible. The next lemma shows that there exist such constant parameters 

P and Q. 

Lemma 4.4.3. Let O(z) be as in Theorem 4.4.2 with the column indices in nonde- 

creasing order. Then there exists a full column rank (M + N) x N upper echelon 

constant matrix A with leading 1’s occuring in rows 1; < 12 < +--+ < tn such that
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satisfies the properties 

(a) (0 Iv]O,(z) has no zeros in o( Ac). 

(b) among all choices of such A for which (a) is satisfied 

N 
) y;, 1s minimal, 
= 

where v; denotes the j** column index of O(z). 

Proof. We will construct N columns 6,,(z),...,4iy(z) of ©;(z) recursively so that 

(a) and (b) are satisfied. Suppose o(A¢) consists of m points {z1,...,2m}. In this 

proof, by & for integer k, we mean the set {1,...,k}. Let 

[O(ze)] 

denote the first | columns of O(z) evaluated at z = z,, let 

4, := min{l|rank({0 J}[O(z.)],) => 1, k € m} (4.4.9) 

and let f,; denote the j column of @(z). 

(step I) First, we prove that there exists a set of complex numbers { Biya) such that 

6i, (z) = fa (z) + S aitatea} (4.4.10) 

j=l 

satisfies 

(0 1]6:,(ze) 4.0 for k Em. (4.4.11) 

Consider the following linear transformation 

hor: €2 3 CN 

which is defined by 

hox([e1,-++y€%]") = [0 7] (>: ofate) » kEm. 
j=l



(step IT) 
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By (4.4.10) and (4.4.11), ho, #0, i.e., 

Ker hax is a proper subspace of (", k €m. (4.4.12) 

Let 

So = U Ker hog. 

k=1 

Then, by (4.4.12) 

Sé is dense in €", 

where S¢ denotes the complement of Sp in @. Hence, there exists 

0 01T c [q],---,6,]° € SG 

satisfying co #0. Let 

6;,(z) := = (>: state) 

Cc: 

Putting 6; = ~,j =1,...,%,; — 1, we have 

4-1 

8;,(z) = fois(2) + S> B; fo;(z) 
a 

and 

(0 1]6;,(ze) #0, kEm 

by the choice of {;’s. 

Assume a set of integers {t1,...,in} and a set of (M + N)-dimensional rational 

vector functions {6;,(z),...,6;,(z)} are chosen for n < N so that 

ty < tg << -e < ey (4.4.13) 

in-l 
6:,(z) == fa—1in(Z) + s- 1; fn-1,j(z) for some constants 71,...,7;,-1 (4.4.14) 

j=1
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rank ({o0 T[6;, (ze) - ..5;,(2%)]) =n, kem (4.4.15) 

where fn-1,;(z) is the j*® column of 

On-1(z) = O(z)H...Yiu, (W=JD), 

where V; is a(M +N) x (M+ N) constant upper triangular matrix with main 

diagonal entries equal to 1. 

Define 

On(z) := On-1(z)Va, 

where V, isa (M +N) x (M+N) constant upper triangular matrix satisfying 

[-1 see Vin-10 see 0" J = tn (4.4.16) the j"" col f (I —V,)= ej column of (Imin ) i JFin 

with 7;’s as in (4.4.14). Let f,;(z) denote the j* column of ©,(z) and define 

ing = min{llrank((0 N[On(ze)|:) >rn +1, k € m}. (4.4.17) 

Here, it is worthwhile to note that there exists 7,41 satisfying (4.4.17) for n <m 

by Lemma 1.4.3 (take y~! = Iy for this case). Now, we prove there exists a set 
4 

of complex numbers {e;}(*4'~" for which 

rank(0 I][6;,(zz) --- 9ings(Ze)] =2+1,k © m, 

where 
tngi—1 

Bings (2) 2= Srjingr (2) + D> 6 fns(2)- 
j=l 

Let 
tn+1 

Me = VV {[0 Mfn,(z)}, bem 
j=l 

and 

MN. = \V{(o 1)6;,(z%)}, ke Mm, 

j=l
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n 

where V {v3} denotes the linear span of vectors v1, U2,...,Un- Then, by (4.4.15) 
j= 

and (4.4.17), 

_ { % 
—|]> . 4. dim (a) >1, kem (4.4.18) 

For each k € m, consider the following maps: 

Ly : qinti — MN, L({e1 oe -Cinail’) = [0 qj (S: Cj fn; )) 

j=l 

yt, Qn := M% > —, Qy(u) = ut M, for ue N 
MM, 

and 

H, : Me srt H IN.) = ko k(u + Mk) = wane, 

where S0t{ denotes the subspace of Tt, which is orthogonal to IN, and Ujms Tepresent 

the projection of u on Mt along Mt. Then, 

F, := H,o Q, 0 Ly, kem 

is a nonzero linear transformation from ('*+! to Vt, since, by (4.4.18) 

MN, 
> =m. dim (a x) >1, k=m   

Thus, 

Se = ( U Ker Fi) 
kem 

is dense in ('"+! and therefore there exists 

[p...ch ]? € Ss eos tng 

satisfying c? #0. By the construction of Fy, 
tn+1 

F,([c?...ch. ]7) £0, kem, 
tn41 

equivalently, 

[0 7] (s: shu] ~M., kEm 
j=1
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Putting 

Ding (z) = Frings (z) + > €;f;(z) 

j=1 

ct 

with ¢; = a we get 
tn+1 

rank ([o T}[6;, (zk) -- 5 .43(ze)1) =n+l, kem 

by (4.4.15) and (4.4.19). 

Let 

V := VV... Vw-1, (4.4.20) 

A :=V- [ei ei, --- inl; (4.4.21) 

and ©;(z) := @(z)A, where {e; HIN denotes the usual standard basis for (!+. 

Then, A is a full-rank (MM +N) x N upper echelon constant matrix with leading 1’s 

occuring in rows 21 < 22 <_--: <2y since V is an upper triangular matrix with 1’s on 

its main diagonal by the construction. Thus, ©;(z) is given by 

O7(z) = [6;,(z),..-, Biv (2)] (4.4.22) 

from (4.4.14) and (4.4.16). Then, by our choice of 7,;’s, (a), (b) are fulfilled. This 

completes the proof. 0 

Remarks 4.4.4. (a) Let 

a =a. 
where A is given by (4.4.21). Then it turns out that the parameters Po, Qo satisfy 

the properties (4.4.7) (4.4.8) besides (a) and (b) in Theorem 4.4.3. Indeed, (4.4.7) is 

straightforward since A has full-rank. To see (4.4.8), we consider an (M +N) x (M+ 

N) matrix polynomial 

O(z) = Q(z)V,
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where V is an (M+N)x(M-+N) constant matrix given by (4.4.20). If O(z) is column 

reduced at infinity, then ©;(z), which is a collection of certain N columns of 0(z), is 

also column reduced at infinity. Because, a column reduced matrix polynomial O(z) 

postmultiplied by an invertible upper triangular matrix V is again column reduced 

with the same column indices in the same order. Hence, we conclude that 

N 
the sum of the column indices of @;(z) = > Vi, 

where v; is the j*® column index of Q(z). 

(b) By Corollary 2.3.4, vj; = wmu4n-j41, where wy, > --- > wayn are the con- 

trollability indices of the pair (A;,[B, B_]). Thus, the column indices of O(z), 

Wy < +++ < vyyn, are the controllability indices of the pair (A; [B, B_]). 

The following is the main theorem of this section. 

Theorem 4.4.5. Let O(z) be as in Lemma 4.4.3. Then there exist constant matrices 

Po, Qo of sizes M x N,N x N for which 

w™n(z) = (O11(z) Po + ©32(2z)Qo)(O21(z) Po + ©22(z)Qo)* 

is a solution of (RIP) which has the minimal possible McMillan degree. The McMillan 

degree of W™"(z) is given by 

N 
swe) = Su, 

j=l 

where ¥) <--+ < vy4n are the controllability indices of the pair (Ac,[B; B_]) and 

ty < +++ < tn are as in Lemma 4.4.3. 

Proof. Let 

Pol ._ | E =A, 
0 

where the (M+N)x N matrix A is as in Lemma 4.4.3. Then, every claim of Theorem 

4.4.5 is clear from Lemma 4.4.3 and Remark 4.4.4 except the minimality of 6(W™").
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Let W € Ruxn be a solution of (RIP). Then, there exist matrix polynomials 

P(z), Q(z) satisfying (4.4.5)-(4.4.8). Let x; denote the j'® column index of © 5). 

Then, 
N 

§(W) = > yj. 
j=1 

Without loss of generality we can assume that pw, <--- < uy. Hence, to prove the 

minimality of 6(W™"), it is enough to show that 

uj 2; forj =1,...,N. (4.4.25) 

Suppose there exists a 4; for which p; < y;,. Let 

1:=min{ j| 4; <4%,, 7 =1,...,N}. 

By the predictable degree property (Theorem 1.3.1) the above implies that the bottom 

M + N —2,+1 elements of the first / columns of 5 are zero. In turn, this implies 

that the rank of the first 1 columns of [0 J]O(z,;) Bes is less than | for some 

Ze € o(Ac) by the choice of 2; in Lemma 4.4.3. This contradicts to (4.4.6). Hence, we 

conclude that yw; > 4, fort =1,...,.N. The proof is completed. 0 

Next, a realization formula for the solution W™"(z) will be found by using the 

realization formula for O(z) which is obtained in Chapter II. Let a be a complex 

number which is not in o(Ac¢) U {0} and £,T,., F.. be the matrices constructed as in 

Corollary 2.3.4 with B = (B, B_]. Then by Corollary 2.3.4, 

O(z) = E+(z-—a)F,.(I — 2zT.) (Ac — al) "BE (4.4.26) 

satisfies the properties (4.4.3) (4.4.4). Let 

)#18). fi) =r a-t4-or9[B on 2 

where oe is the same as in Theorem 4.4.5 and D,, F; € @!@*%, Dj, Fy € ON*%. 

Without loss of generality we can assume that D, is invertible.
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Corollary 4.4.6. A realization formula for W™"(z) is given by 

w™(z) = D, Dz! + (z — a)(D, Dy} F, + F,)(A* — 2T*)7! BDz}, 

where the matrices D,, D2, F,, F),B are given by (4.4.27) and AX = I+ aBD>1F, 

T* =T + BDj'Fr. 

Proof. Remember that W™"(z) is given by 

Ww™"(z) = (O11Po + 01290)(O21Po + 922Qo)7*. (4.4.28) 

From (4.2.26) and (4.2.27), we get 

01,Po + 012Q0 = D, + (z _ a) F(T _ 27.) B (4.4.49) 

and 

O21Po + 022Q0 = Do+ (z _ a)F3(I _ 2To) 1B. 

Then, 

(O21Po + ©22Qo)* = D;' +(z— a) Dz! F,( A* _ zT*)"!BD;!, (4.4.30) 

where 

AX =I 4+aBDj!F,, T*% = To + BDz'F). (4.4.31) 

Plug (4.4.29) (4.4.30) in (4.4.28) to have 

wmn(z) 

=D, Dz! + (z - a)F,(I — 27)" BD; 

+ (z — a)D, Dy! F,(A* — zT*)"' BD} 

+ (z — a)? F(T — 275)" 1 BDZ! F,(A* — zT*)71 BD35}. 
(4.4.32) 

Adding the second and the last terms, we obtain 

(z — a) F,(I — zT..)71{A* — 2T* + (2 — a) BDZ! Fy} (A* — 2T*) BDZ.
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Plug (4.4.31) in {A* — zT* + (z — a)BD7z1Fy} to reduce the above to 

(z — a)F,(A* — zT*)7! BD}. 

Upon substituting the above in (4.4.32), we get 

w™"(z) = Di Dz! + (z — a)(D, Dz! F, + Fy)(A* — 2zT*)7'BDj!. 

and this completes the proof. UO 

Next, we specify all the admissible degrees of complexity. Let 

Vy = Vi, + Vin +--+ hy. 

Theorem 4.4.7. The admissible degrees of complexity are as follows: If 1; = 3 for 

7 € N and vy < vy4i, then the admissible degrees are 

Vay Vax Vax + 1, Vex + 2,.. * § 

Where Ven = Vy +++ + YUN-1 + N41. In this case, there exists a unique solution of 

minimal possible McMillan degree vs = 4, +--+ uy. Ift; > 3 for some j € N or 

UN = Vn41, then the admissible degrees are 

VesVe t1,v, +2,.... 

The proof is the same as that of Theorem 4.5.6 upon choosing y(z) = I, n, = 0. 

Hence, it is omitted here. 

4.5 Two-sided residue interpolation problem 

The problem which we consider in this section is the following two-sided residue 

interpolation problem (TRIP).
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(TRIP) Given matrices A,, By, B_ of sizes ne x ng, ne X M, ne x N respectively, 

matrices C4,C_,A, of sizes Mxn,, nz xX N, ng Xn, and anne Xn, matnz TY. 

Find an M x N rational matriz function W € Ruxn(c) which satisfies 

S| Resznx(zI — Ac) B,W(z) = —B- 
2€o 

S| ResizzW(z)C_(2I — Ay) = Cy 
2Z9€o0 

S| Reszaz(2I — Ac) *B,W(z)C_(2I — Ay) =P, 
z20€o 

where o is a subset of (. 

Here we also suppose the normalization conditions (1.4.4)-(1.4.6). The parallel 

results of the previous section for (TRIP) are developed here. Throughout this section, 

x (| C+ . . t= (| Gt], Ae; Ac, [By B_];T (4.5.1) 

7T_ = (C_,A,; 0, 0; 0) (4.5.2) 

and ©(z) represents for the rational matrix function as in Theorem 2.3.1 with rT =7 

and n = M +N. Remember that this O(z) satisfies the following properties: 

©(z) has 7 as its (-null-pole triple (4.5.3) 

©(z) is column reduced at infinity (4.5.4) 

—~ Aj, 1 <j <t 

k;= ¢ 0, t+1<j,<M+N-s (4.5.5) 

WM+N—j-+1) M+N-—s+1 <j <M+N, 

where «; is the j** column index of O(z) and a, >-++ > a1, wy; > +++ > w, are the 

same as in (2.3.4) withn =M+N, B=([B, B_], C= E+. 

The next theorem refines Theorem 1.4.1 so that it indicates how to determine the 

McMillan degree of an interpolant in terms of the corresponding parameters. 

Theorem 4.5.1. Let O(z) be as in Theorem 2.3.1 with tr = 7 given by (4.5.1) and 

n=M+N. Then W € Ruxn(o(A,) Uo(Ac)) is a solution of (TRIP) if and only if
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there exist polynomial matrices P(z), Q(z) of sizes M x N,N x N for which 

W = (OP + 012Q)(O21P + 922Q)7! (4.5.6) 

71s a o(A,) Uo(A¢)-null-pole triple for (OP + O22Q) (4.5.7) 

P,Q are right coprime (4.5.8) 

0 5 ts column reduced at infinity, (4.5.9) 

where 7. is given by (4.5.2). If (4.5.6)-(4.5.9) are satisfied, then 

N 
6(W) =n +> 455 (4.5.10) 

j=l 

where ¥; is the j‘® column index of © 5 , 

Proof. Let O(z) be the rational matrix function described in Theorem 2.3.1 with 

n= M+ N andr of special form 7 of (4.5.1). Also, we suppose 7_ is given by (4.5.2) 

and o := o(A,) Uo(A;). By Thoerem 1.4.1, W € Raxn(c) is a solution if and only 

if there exist P € Ruxn(o), Qe Ryxn(c) for which 

W = (On P + O12Q)(O21 P + O29)! (4.5.11) 

where 

0.,P + O22 has 7_ as its o-null-pole triple. (4.5.12) 

Without loss of generality, we can assume P, Q are polynomial matrices. 

In [VK], it is proved that for any rational matrix function G and for any g € €* 

there exists a unimodular square matrix polynomial V such that G(z)V(z) is column 

reduced at gq € @*. To construct matrix polynomials P, Q satisfying additional 

properties (4.5.8) (4.5.9) from P, Q, we shall go through the following steps. 

(step I) Find an unimodular matrix Vo(z) at every z € © \ o where rank BO) <N 
0 

so that | | Vo(z) is column reduced at 2p. P 
Q(2)
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(step II) Shift the zeros of 2 | Vo(z) at z = zo to infinity: since 2 (2 | Vo(z) is column P(z) 
Q(z) Q(z) 

reduced at z = 2p, 

5) Volz) = L(z)D(2), 

where D(z) = diag ((z — zo)”) 9 ., and L is a matrix polynomial which has no 

zeros or poles at z = 29. Let 

33] = [GQ] woot. 
Then, Po, Qo are matrix polynomials having no Zeros at z = Zo. 

(step III) repeat (step I) and (step II) until the resulting matrix has no zeros in @ \ a. 

(step IV) Find an unimodular matrix V(z) so that 

O(z) 2) | V(z) is column reduced at infinity, 

~ 

where Bie) is the resulting matrix of (step III). Let 
i(z 

(| _ Fite) V2 
a3] = [33] 7. 

Then, (4.5.6) and (4.5.9) are straightforward. 

Now, we prove (4.5.7). Since V*!, V+!, D+! have no zeros or poles in a, from 

(4.5.12), we get 

7 is o-null-pole triple for (O2;P + O22Q). (4.5.13) 

To establish (4.5.8), we shall show that 5 has no zeros in @. It is enough to 

show that S| has no zeros in o by (step III) and (step IV). Suppose 5 has a 

zero at 29 € o. Then, there exists a rational matrix function U € Ryxn(o) for which 

a3}] = [ae] ee
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with P,Q matrix polynomials and 

det U(z) = 0. (4.5.14) 

Since (4.5.14) implies URw(c) [ Rn(o), 

[5 | Roto) S| B | Rev(o) ¢ Ravana) 
Let y!(z) be an N x N rational matrix function which has 7 as its o-null-pole 

triple. By Lemma 1.4.3, we see that y[OQ., ©22] is onto and therefore one-to-one. 

Upon applying y[O21 O22] to the above, we get 

y[Oan O22] 5 Ryn(o) Cc ylOr O22|Ru+n(c). (4.5.15) 

By applying Lemma 1.4.3 to the right hand side of (4.5.15), we get 

P C y[O21 O29] g| Rul) S Rn(o) 

which contradicts (4.5.13); namely, Q2;P + O22Q and y7! have the same o-null-pole 

triple. 

Ww To prove (4.5.10), represent | T as 

_6 5 (OP + O22Q)7 

((-s(0[g) 
by Proposition 1.2.1. On the other hand, by the definition of the defect, 

(lv) (4) son 
since the McMillan degree of a rational matrix function is defined to be the number 

to get 

of poles in © and | has no zeros in ©@%. From (4.5.16) and (4.5.17), 

wnne((Y)-ay(o[g)) aa
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To find the defect of O 5 , remember that (4.5.7) implies 

0 5 has no zeros in 0 

and 

0 has | A as its O- ole air Q ( Y b) nT Pp p . 

But, by our choice of O and A they have no zeros or poles on @ \ a. Hence, we 

conclude 

o|f has no zeros in € (4.5.19) 

0 | has ({é]. Ay) as its ( — pole pair. (4.5.20) 

Moreover, by (4.5.9) 

P oo: P oo 
# of poles of O 5 | at infinity — # of zeros of O 5 | at infinity 

= sum of the column indices of 0 5 . (4.5.21) 

From (4.5.19)—(4.5.21), we conclude that 

def (o|5 |) = ng + ots 
i=1 

where {7;}™, are the column indices of © ra This completes the proof.O 

For the proof of Theorem 4.4.1 and Theorem 4.4.2, we take y(z) = J and n, = 0 

in the proof of the previous theorem. The following Lemma is the counterpart of 

Lemma 4.4.3. 

Lemma 4.5.2. Let O and 7 be as in Theorem 4.5.1. Then there exists a full 

column rank (M+N)x N upper echelon constant matrix A with leading 1’s occuring 

ty < tg < +++ < tn Such that 

O7(z) := O(z)A
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satisfies the properties: 

(a) 7 is a o(A,) Uo(A¢)-null-pole triple for [0 Iy]©;(z). 

(b) among all choices of A for which (a) is satisfied, 

N 

) Ki, 18 minimal, 

j=l 

where k; is the j‘® column index of O(z). 

Proof. Let y~'(z) be any regular N x N rational matrix function for which 7_ is a 

@-null-pole triple for y~'(z). Suppose o(A,) Ua(Ac) consists of m points z,..., 2m. 

Then by Lemma 1.4.3 

y(z)[0 Iy]O(z) has no zeros or poles at z,, k =1,...,m. (4.5.22) 

By going through the same argument of Lemma 4.4.3 with y(z)[0 ]O(z) in place 

of [0 Iy]O(z), we can construct an (M + N) x N upper echelon constant matrix A 

with leading 1’s occuring i; < --- < iy such that O;(z) := O(z)A satisfies 

rank (e(zx)[0 In]61(ze)) = N fork =1,...,m (4.5.23) 

and (b) holds. Upon considering (4.5.22), (4.5.23) implies that 

y(z)[0 Iv]O(z) has no zeros and poles on o(A,) Uo(A¢) 

which is equivalent to (a). So, the theorem is proved. O 

Remark 4.4.4 (a) applies to this section; but the conclusion is changed to 

N 

the sum of the column indices of O;(z) =nrt+ S> Kis, 

j=l 

where x; is the j*® column index of O(z) given by (4.5.5). The next theorem specifies 

the minimal possible McMillan degree for the solutions of (TRIP).
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Theorem 4.5.3. Let O(z) be as in Lemma 4.5.2. Then there exist constant matrices 

Po,Qo of sizes M x N,N x N for which 

w™"(z) := (Oi(z)Po + O12(z)Qo)(O21(z) Po + O22(z)Qo)™* 

is a solution of (TRIP) which has the minimal possible McMillan degree. The McMil- 

lan degree of W™"(z) is given by 

N 

é(wm) = Ne + Ss) Kis) 

j=l 

where n, is the size of A, in7, x; is the j** column index of ©(z) and the integers 

ty << +++ < ty are as in Lemma 4.5.2. 

Proof. Let 

Pol. 8 = A, 

where the (M + N) x N matrix A is as in Lemma 4.4.3. Then, by the choice of 

A, every assertion is obvious except the minimality of 6(W™"). The minimality 

of 6(W™") can be proved as in Theorem 4.4.5 with the following minor changes: 

(RIP)—+(TRIP), (4.4.5)-(4.4.8)+(4.5.6)-(4.5.9), 7 wy ne + Oy My Yj > 5, 

(0 1O(z.) Bal > g(ze)[0 TO(z) BE} o(Ac) — (Ac) U o( Ay), 
(4.4.6)3(4.5.7). O 

If the matrix T[ is invertible, then the column indices of O(z) are all zero and, in 

turn, ea k;, = 0. But, in general, by (4.5.5) 

N 

~—dim Kerl < So Ki, <dim K, 

j=1 

where KX is a complement of mT in @™%. Upon observing that dim KerI’ = n, — 

rank I and dim K = n,— rank, the following corollary is derived from the previous 

theorem.
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Corollary 4.5.4. Let T be the given ng X n, matrix in (4.5.1). Then, 

rankT < 6(W™") < ng +ne —rankT. 

In particular, if T is invertible, then 

6(w™") = rankT = ng = ng. 

Now, we describe W™"(z) in a realization formula. Let Q(z) be as in Theorem 

2.3.3 with r = 7 given by (4.5.1). Then O(z) is given by 

O(z) = E+ (z-a) fa (zH — A)"'BE, (4.5.24) 

vee [2] =[[B] _ ([S]o-erre [A] }eron 
(4.5.25) 

with 

Fe | = F, Hl) “rus ar)-*|> 

tel Si). Be [ie], 
Let 

2 | = E o . (4.5.26) 

From (4.5.24), 

Q(z) | 2 = [Be +(z—a) | (cH ~ A) B [Be | . 
2 

Without loss of generality we can assume that D2 is invertible, and obtain 

(O21 Po + O22Q0)"! = Dz! — (z — a)Dz*C2(zH™ — A*)1B Be | D;', 

where 

A* = ih 0 +aB Be Dz'C2 (4.5.27)
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and 

H™ = |i Tr rear)| +B Bs Dz1Cp. (4.5.28) 

It now follows that W™"(z) has the representation 

Ww™"(z) =(O11Po + ©12Q0)(O21Po + O22Q0)* 

=D, Dz! + (z —a)C,(zH — A) B | | Dy! —(z —a)D,Dz'Cy 

x (zH* — A*)"'B Be Dz} ~(z-—.a)?C\(zH — A)'B D! Dz'C2 
2 2 

ocr — a0) [Bl ap 
2 

The sum of the second and the last terms of the above is given by 

(z —a)C\(zH — A) {eH — AX —(z—a)B Be Ds*ca} 

x X\-1 5 dD, -1 

=(z — a)C\(zH* — A*)"'B Be Dz}. 
2 

Consequently, 

w™(z) = D,D;" + (z _ a)(Cy — D, Dy'C2)(z H™ —_ A*)""B Bs Dz 

and we have proved the following corollary. 

Corollary 4.5.5. Let O(z) be given as in (4.5.24). Then, a realization formula for 

W™n(z) in Theorem 4.5.3 is given by 

win - ap] Di] p- 
(z) = D,Dz* + (z — a) (Cy — D, Dz*C2) (zH* — A*)*B 2 | D;'; 

where D,, D2,C;,C2, H*, A*, B are given by (4.5.25)-(4.5.28). 

Let 

Ke = Ki tees + Kin, Kee = Ky bees + KN-1 + KNG1 

where the integers 23 < --- < ty are as in Lemma 4.5.2, and ky <-:: < Kyyn are 

given by (4.5.5).
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Theorem 4.5.6. The admissible degrees of complexity are as follows. If1; = 3 for 

j=1,...,N and ky < kn41, then the admissible degrees are 

Ne t Kay Ny t Kony Ne + Kaw t1,.... 

In this case Kk, = jet x; and there exists a unique solution of minimal possible 

McMillan degree Net Dong K;. Ift; > j for some j or Kn = Kn 41, then the admissible 

degrees are 

Nat Kea, Nn the tl, ne tne +2,... 

and in this case there is more than one solution of the minimal possible McMillan 

degree. 

Proof. The proof is divided into three cases: 

(Case I) 2; = 7 for any 7 € N and kn < Kn41 

(Case II) i; = 7 for any j € N and kn = kyu 

(Case III) 1; > 7 for some 7 € N. 

Let y-1(z) be an Nx N rational matrix function which has 7_ = (C_, A; 0, 0,;0) 

as its (-null-pole triple and let o(A,) Uo(Ac) = {21,..., 2n} and let 

Vjk = the j** column of y(z,)[0 I]O(zx). (4.5.29) 

We start with Case III. Let 

J := min{j € Nii; > 3} 

and 8 be a complex number which is chosen so that 

< ve + (ze — B)'0;,-1,45 Vik >#0, En (4.5.30) 

where 

li=Kj,—KyaitK
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for some nonnegative integer K and < u,v > represents the usual inner product of 

vectors in @%. Let LB) be an (M + N) x N matrix polynomial for which 

-th P a _ ej J #~ J 
the j°" column of el = { e, t(z—By'en1 yj =J, (4.5.31) 

where {e; 44% is the usual standard basis of (“+ Then 

K;; JF *th . P _ 

the 7" column index of O 5 = { mj, +K jjaJ 

so that the sum of the column indices is x, + K. If the matrix polynomial 53 

satisfies the conditions (4.5.7)-(4.5.9), then by (4.5.10), we conclude that there exists 

a solution 

W(z) := (On P + 0129)(O2P + O22Q)~* 

with 6(W) =n, +«, + K for any nonnegative integer K. 

Now, we show that the conditions (4.5.7)-(4.5.9) are satisfied. From (4.5.31), it 

is obvious that 5 is coprime. To see that O F is column reduced at infinity, 

we compare the leading coefficient matrix of O |B. If 7 # J, the j** column of 

Q 

coefficient of the j* column of © 5 is therefore given by 

Oo | is 6;,, while if 7 = J, the j* column of © 5 | is 6;,+ Bz'0;,-1. The leading 

[9:5]; ,ifj AJ 
(8; ,]a + [O;)-1]a 5 if 7 = Jand kK =0 (4.5.32) 

CARR ’ if 7 = J and Kk >0, 

where [r], denotes the leading coefficient of the rational vector function r(z) in its 

Laurent expansion at infinity and 6; is the j*® column of O(z). Since we are in Case 

III, ty-1 < ty —1 by the choice of J. Hence from the fact that O is column reduced 

at infinity, O 5 is column reduced at infinity.
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To prove (4.5.7), we show that y[0 J]O | 4 has no zeros or poles on o( A, )Ua(A¢). 

By Lemma 1.4.3, y[0 Z]O has no poles on o(A,) Ua(A¢) hence so does y[0 IO 6]. 

Moreover, 

rank Cox I|O(z) Be} ) =N, ken 

by the choice of the complex number 8. Remember that the j** column of 

y(zx)[0 T}O(z.) Bs is given by | 

{ Vik jJFI 

Vi yk + (zk — BY'v;,-1,k J = J 

for the complex number # satisfying (4.5.30). Thus, 

det (o(en(0 nov) | 5{23 ]) 
= det ([vi.k wee , Vink) #0, fork En. 

This completes the proof of Case III. 

Case I: In this case, we get a solution W™"(z) of McMillan degree n, + ea Kj 

by the parameter 5 to be Hy | To get a solution other than this particular 

Ww™>, we must find a parameter 5 satisfying (4.5.7)-(4.5.9) such that 

ats} Z 1s V(z) (4.5.33) 

for any N x N unimodular matrix polynomial V(z). Upon considering the condition 

(4.5.8) we see that (4.5.33) forces 

[0 Ina} Bel # 0, 

that is the j** row of 5 is nonzero for some j > N. Then the sum of the column 

indices of O 5 is at least 

Kan = Ky $e+> + KN-1 + KN41-
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This proves that in Case I the interpolant W™" of minimal McMillan degree is unique 

and that there are no interpolants of McMillan degree nz +k,.+1, Ng tka +2,...,N¢+ 

Kee — l. 

Now, we prove the existence of interpolants of McMillan degree n, + «,. + K for 

any nonnegative integer K. Let 5 | be an (M + N) x N matrix polynomial for 

which 

po=1,...,N—1 
the j*® column of 53 = ‘ 3 J a 

] Q(z (z-Bylentennr jJ=N, 

where the complex number # is chosen so that 

< (zk — B)' Unk + UN4ik) UNE >#0, KER 

where 

l:= knw —kyn + K. 

Then by going through the same argument of Case III, it can be shown that 5 

satisfies (4.5.7)-(4.5.9) and hence there exists a solution of McMillan degree n, + 

Kaw + K. 

Case II. In this case we repeat the argument of Case I which is used to show the 

existence of solutions of McMillan degree n, + Kaw + K. Since Kas = Kx in this case, 

this will do it. The analysis shows that the minimal possible McMillan degree of an 

interpolant is 

N 
6(w™) =n, + S> K; 

j=l 

but in this case W™"(z) is not unique. 0 

We close this section with the following corollary which parametrizes the set of 

all interpolants of a given admissible degree of complexity. The proof is omitted.
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Corollary 4.5.7. Let n be an admissible degree of comlexity. Then all the solutions 

with McMillan degree n are parametrized as follows; 

W = (O11 P + 012Q)(O2P + O22.Q)*, 

where 5 | is an(M+N)xWN matrix polynomial satisfying (4.5.7)-(4.5.9) and where 

the sum of the column indices of O 5 =n—N,. 

more explicitly, represent the j*® column of 5 as 

v;(z) := [vy;(z),---, Uman,(2Z)]"- 

Then in addition to (4.5.7)-(4.5.9), 5 should satisfy 

N 
S| | max{ + deg v(2)}| =n—N,, (4.5.34) 

j=1 

where the degree of the zero polynomial is taken to be —oo. 

For the case where n = 6(W™), (4.5.34) collapses to 

deg vi; (z) < Ki, — Kl, (4.5.35) 

where {i;}/_, is the same as in Lemma 4.5.2 and where (4.5.7)-(4.5.9) forces equality 

to hold in (4.5.35) for at least one I.
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List of Symbols 

  

  

C 

C2 

q” 

q™xn 

coli <j<nAj 

é(W) 

diag(a;)?_y 

M+ MN 

Pn 

  

the field of complex numbers 

the extended complex plane, € U {oo} 

the set of n-dimensional complex column vectors 

the set of m x n matrices with entries in ¢ 

Ay 
: | a block column matrix 

An 

the McMillan degree of a rational matrix function W 

the diagonal matrix with the elements a1,...,Qn 

along the main diagonal 

direct sum of subspaces 9 and N 

the set of N—-dimensional column vectors with polynomial 
entries 

the set of M x N matrices with polynomial entries 

the set of N—dimensional column vectors with rational 
function entries 

the set of M x N matrices with rational function entries 

a subset of the complex plane € 

the set of rational functions analytic in the subset o of @ 

the set of N-dimensional column vectors with entries in R(c) 

the set of M x N matrices with entries in R(c) 

the set {1,2,...,n} for an integer n 

the restriction of a linear transformation on the subspace 93t 
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Ker A 

ImA 

Set ReS:n2yW(z) 

o(A) 

#S 

vt (AT) 

2 

[aijli<i<ma<j<n 

I 

Vie {vi} 

O   

the kernel of a linear transformation A 

the image of a linear transformation A 

sum of the residues of a function W(z) in € 

the spectrum of a matrix A 

the number of the elements of a set S 

the transpose of a vector v (a matrix A) 

the i*® usual standard basis in ©” 
[0,...,0,1,0,...0] 

(with 1 in the i** place); 
its size n will be clear from the context 

m X n matrix whose entry in the (7,7) place is aj; 

identity matrix (the size of I is understood from the context) 

the subspace spanned by vectors v1,...,Un 

end of a proof or a remark 
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